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Newspapers thrive
on crises••• -

No.18

Thanks Student Org.
for a great year.
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KEAN COi.i.EGE OF NEW JERSEY

Marinelli Administration Dissolves;
Parente IJegime Steps Into Power

s~~~!:51!:~~'fn1t ;11
· by). Thomas Coho/an

t.

Thursday's session of the Student Council lost virtually all semblence of order as business turned to
whether council members Ralph Abate, Bonnie
Gorczyca and Luis Miranda should be readmitted to
council and whether executive board members
Michelle Cousins and Anthony Tynes should be dis'missed for exceeding the number of allowed absences.
Vice President Michelle
Business Postponed
Cousins chaired the meeting
Agenda Amended
which was punctuated by noises
The meeting began with counfrom a baby sitting with the chair, cil consenting to push the entire
cross dialogues on the floor, in- agenda back to hear the appeals
terruptions of speakers, a cross of dismissed members Abbate
examination and a loud ex- and Gorczyca, the only 2 of the
clamation of " Bullshit! " It was 10 dismissed that appealed. This
decided after several votes that was done so that they would be
Abbate, Gorczyca and Miranda able to vote on the issues if they
would not be readmitted and happened to be reinstated.
Cousins and Tynes would not be
(Continued on page 16)
removed.
Immediately following the
vote keeping Cousins and Tynes
in office (by virtue of a tie) a
group of council members
~ most vocally by
by J. Thomas Coholan
Michael Bachman, Sal Cardaci
The Marinelli administration is
and Mary Ann DeCessare (in de- over. On Tuesday it was learned
scending order of intensity) that the official power change
walked out. One said "If you . was on the previous day, Monkeep them (Cousins and Tynes) day. The Parente administration
on council, then council is a had taken over all official busijoke." A group of people who ness on Monday, May 1.
had come to council to support
It was an ironic end to a contheir funded groups in budget troversial administration: it just
discussions applauded the walk- disappeared.
-out thinking that it would be
On Thursday, April 27, (after
back to business as usual; how- the st1.,1dent council meeting was
ever, a quorum count was called adjourned for lack of quorum)
and quorum was missed by one the executive board (chaired by
which threw the businessoverto Vice President Michelle Cousi. 1s
the executive board. Among while President Joyce Marinelli
those not in attendance when was convalescing at home) voted
the meeting was adjourned were to extend its term in office until
Gus Garcia and Danny Lemberg. May 8 so it could fairly hear

Pho!o by John Heyn

At the last Student Council meeting of the MarlneUI administration, Vice Prelklent MJchele Cowin-, acting chair, tried to pin a little control while some coundl members were waHdns out. (from left to right)
Tre~surer Greg Gomes, Cousins, Josh, Cousins' brother, and SecrelMy Cathy Schwartz.

Marinelli Regime: An Ironic End
appeals to the budget appropriations. Unfortunately, the
move to extend the term in office was unconstitutional.
Now a new twist enters: council members, in particular Sal
Cardaci, who were disappointed with the student council's
decision not to dismiss executive board members, (see story,
"Shouting Match at Council
Meeting;'" this page) who had
exceeded the allowed number
of absences, would not keep
quiet.
On Friday, April 28, Cardaci
approached several administrators with his problem ;
namely, these people had lost
their places on council due to ex-

cessive absenteeism, but Secretary Cathy Schwartz had neglected to notify them of this fact
and council refused to recognize it.
What Cardaci was asking for
was academic intervention by
the administration of the college
to remove from council students
he felt had no legal right to be
there - a step the administration was very hesitant to
undertake.
Cardaci decided to try to gain
satisfaction by once again appealing to council. This time,
however, he saw that the only
obstacle to the removal of these
absence exceeding executive
board members was the issu-

ance of formal notification of
their dismissals which Schwartz
had neglected to send.
His perception of the situation was, if these people who
should legally be off council are
being illegally kept on, then all of
the funded groups whose
budgets were coming before the
executive board on Monday,
May 1 could legally appeal their
appropriations on the grounds
that the corporate officers who
had voted on them had no right
to do so. (At this time it was
believed that the extension of office to May 8 was valid).
Since Schwartz could not be
reached, he contacted Marinelli
(Continued on page 16)

Executive Session Proves Unconstitutional

Phoro by John Heyn

The hea;t of the Parente Administration hear reasons concerning the appeals at Thunday'1 council
meeting. (From left to right) President Ray Parente, Assistant Treasurer Dan Lemberg, Treasurer Gus Garcia.

by Robert Siniakin
called removal decisions and any
In an ironic set of circum- action that was carried out at the
stances, the powerless Marinelli meeting according to Student
administration of Student Or- Org. Corporate Lawyer Michael
ganization attempted to remove Lunga was illegal.
three of its members from office
The reasoning behind the
at a closed session on Monday attempted removal of__ the three
members was that they had exnight.
.
According to Student Org's ceeded the three absence mark
constitution, power change- from council meetings. Accordover (when the new executive ing to the Student Org. constiboard officially assumes their tution, any member of council or
gover,nmental role) was May 1. the executive board after exTht:;refore, when the Marinelli ceeding the three absence mark
executive board attempted to from council meetings will be
conduct any business at this removed from office.
After .deciding to deny the
farce, it was null and voided by
the provisions in their constitu- appeals of Cousins and Colucci,
the impotent Marinelli regime
tion.
On April 30 at 12:00 midnight, agreed that the budgets for all
the
Parente
administration the funded organizations will be
quietly slipped into power, but voted upon by the new Student
this important fact eluded the Council at their first official
officers in both administrations. meeting on May 19.
As the night unfolded, Vice
The budgets were originally
President Michelle Cousins and supposed to be voted upon at
Tom Colucci, president of the last week's council meeting that
class of '79 continued to appeal turned into a fiasco. At that time,
the decision of President Mari- the Marinelli executive board,
nelli, to be reinstated as execu- still in power, was going to act in
tive board members and cou·ncil lieu of the disbanded council,
members. Anthony Tynes, presi- but decided to postpone budgedent of the class of '81 had ac- tary action until their Monday
(Continued on page 16)
cepted the verdict. These so
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i--YmRAN AFFAIR SR1EfS__ ---- l
by Kevin P. Davis

A seminar on the V.A.'s Drug
Dependency Treatment Center
(DDTC) program was held at the
campus Office of Veterans' Affairs on April 21st. Rosemary B.
Aikens, M.S.W., a community
service specialist with the DDTC
at the East Orange VA Hospital
was the guest speaker.
Ms. Aikens explained that the
purpose of the program is to assist the hard core drug addict in
changing previous anti-social
patterns of living in order to
become a more functional
member of the community and
society at large. Ms. Aikens, who
received her BA from Kean College and her M.S.W. at Fordham, further pointed out that experience has shown that'the vete rans' identification with the
V.A., as well as having ready
access to related benefits, are
positive factors in the veterans'
rehabilitation. Our program encompasses a wide range of inpatient and outpatient care, as
well as ancillary services to reinforce the individual's rehabilita-

tion. Treatment plans, after
evaluation, include detoxification, methadone maintenance and drug-free plans. for
those who are in need of more
intensive long term treatment,
referrals can be made to therapeutic communities operated by
the VA or proprietary drug free
programs.
There are medical, psychological and psychiatric services, Ms. Aikens continued, as
well as hospitalization facilities, if
necessary. The staff at the DDTC
is comprised of trained personnel from the various disciplines
who provide vocational, social,
and educational support as well
as counseling. In addition, there
is an extensive network of
community resources.
Important features of the
program
include complete
confidentiality for all participants, the availability of inpatient treatment with 16 beds, full
medical treatment, and VA
benefits counseling, all with no
charge. The drug treatment
program at the East Orange hos-

pital has been in operation for
seven years. The project's goal,
according to Ms. Aikens, is to
enable addicted veterans to
cope with life situations and
function without dependence
on any drugs.

Mike Driscoll, VA rep on campus, pointed out that veterans interested in drug treatment
should call the center at 6761000, ext. 558. Applicants are admitted for evaluation through
the Special Admissions Unit at
the East Orange Veterans Administration Hospital, Tremont
Ave., East Orange, New Jersey.
Steve Vence, Kean's Veterans'
Coordinator thanked Ms. :i\ikens
for attending the seminar and
indicated that periodic seminars
between VA officials and the
OVA staff will continue in the
future. These seminars will assist
the office staff in becoming more
aware of the various veterans'
be nefits programs and will
therefore be able to serve the
Kean veterans' community better.

Krueger Appointe~ To Board
Sidney Krueger, Associate Professor of Children's Literature in
th~ English Department at Kean
College, is one of three new
members of the Board of Trustees of the Springfield Public Library.
Krueger's interest in library affairs has led him to undertake
many projects for the benefit of
the community through the
years. Before the present structure was built in 1969 he ·organized and led a Junior Book

Discussion Group in the old
building. In 1967 he was on the
Committee to draft the Constitution and By-Laws for the incorporation of the Friends of the
Library and served as Program
Chairman the following year.
In 1971, he became President
of the Friends and held that position until 1977. During his tenure

he encouraged a variety of programs for the library by outstanding lecturers and authors.
He introduced the first music
programs to the library, and also
brought several performances of
dramatic • readings to evening
and Sunday afternoon audiences. His desire to help the library materially resulted i·n annual
fund-raising projects such as
book and cake sales. The funds
purchased play furniture for the
Children's Department and a
newspaper rack and film projector for the Adult Department.
During 1978, the first year of
his four--year appointment to
the Board of Trustees, he is serving as Chairman of the Community Relations Committee and
also of the Museum Committee.
The new Mayor's Representa-

lloPERS

tive to the Board is Dr. Stanley·
Kaish of Smithfield Drive, Associate Professor of Economics and
Director of the Business Education Program at Rutgers University, Newark College of Arts and
Sciences, and author of a textbook and numerous articles.
Kaish served six years on the Springfield Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Mrs. Suzanne Austin of Salter
Street, the third new member of
the Library Board has been active
in the Girl Scouts and Suburban
Deborah. She is serving as Secretary of the Board and is on the
Finance and Building and
Grounds Committees.

Oh
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Ca<eer Opportunity for
Freshmen and -Sophs
by Joe Sabatino Jr.

Thinking of a career after you
graduatel How about a job that
starts you off over ten thousand a
year, gives you thirty paid days of
vacation, free hospital care plus
pride in yourself and countryl
Then a career as an officer in the
United States Air force is a possibility.
How do you enter this careerl
By joining the Air Force Reserve
Officer Corps, (AFROTC), at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology, (NJIT), in Newark. Kean
Colrege has a cross town agreement with NJIT.
There are two programs you
can enter, the four year program and the two year program.
The four year program is split
into two parts, the GMC and the
POC. The GMC, (General Military Course), is non obligary, you
have no commitment with the
Air force and you may quit at any
time. You receive one credit per
semester for successfully completing a one hour lecture and a
one hour lab each week. During
these two years you take the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test,
(AFOQT). This test, your grades
and a physical enable you to
compete for slots in the POC. If
you succeed in receiving a slot ·
you can go to field training, still
not obligated to the Air Force.
Field training is four weeks long.
Successful completion allows
you to enter the POC, (Professional Officer Course). To enter
the POC you have-to enlist in Air
Force Reserve. In entering the
POC you become a cadet officer and are put into a position of
leadership. You receive one
hundred dollars a month while
in the POC.
In the POC the course ls worth
three credits a semester and
when you graduate you become
a second Lieutenant in the Air
Force.
The other program is the two

year program. This is for Sophomores who join AFROTC too late
for the GMC. This is only a POC
program. To enter this program
you must complete a six week
training period which contains
all the scholastic work you
missed. Then you complete the
POC the same as if you were in
the four year program.
Want more informationl Call
645-5239 or 645-5240. Remember the first two years, (GMC),
have no military obligation.

Day of Science
Recognition
by Mark Russomanno

Last Tuesday trustees representing the science and math
departments proposed a
resolution declaring April 25th,
1978, Mathematics and Science
Day at Kean College. Outstanding juniors in biology, chemistry, physics and , math from
numerous high schools throughout New Jersey were chosen to
attend the event which took
place in )-100.
Addressing the assembly with
a lecture on the Earth's Changing Climates was Professor Erling
Dorf from Princeton University;
followed by the president of the
college, Dr. Nathan Weiss, awarding the students certificates of
scholastic achievements.
Afterwards, some of the
college's science majors participated in the program by giving the visitors a guided tour of
the many interesting things to '
see within the laboratories of the
Science building and Bruce Hall;
demonstrating the functions of
several important instruments
used in today's technology.
In the near future, Kean
College will be well recognized
for its excellence and superiority in the fields of science and
math.

my goodness it's ...

Those Crazy College Kids

■ORNER

by Haight Ashbury

For those of you who read last
week's column, I want to make
two corrections. First, the
chemical needed to testifor paraquat pot is sod ium dithionate
which if cha·nged to blu ish-green
reveals the presence of paraquat. I advised hypo as a source
of dithionate and although it is
very close ir'I chemical formula, it
isn't exactly right. The best bet is
fixer without hardener.
-Another erroneous statement
was that this test is conclusive
positively or negatively. The test
will definftely show presence of
paraquat but cannot disprove its
presence or potency.
One way around para-pot is to
grow your own and this is the
time of year to start. I don 't
suggest trying on my advice
alone. Rather, go get
good
book such as Marijuana
Grower's Guide by Frank and
Rosenthal.
The first step is to secure
mature seeds from some high
quality pot. Pick the plumpest,
best formed seeds with the nicest
color. The plants should grow
through the spring and summer.
They will flower in September to
early October and are harvested

a

in October/November.
In this area, the plants may
need to be forced to flower. This
is accomplished by increasing
the night period. The photoperiod, the number of light
hours verses dark, has a great influ e nce over pot plants.
Young plants are also greatly
affected by soil. Marijuana grows
best in medium textured well
drained, neutral ph soils. Ph is a
measure indicating how alkaline
or acid the soil is. Lime (seashells
and eggshells are a good source)
will help neutralize acidic soils
while gypsum will take care of
soils that are too alkaline.
Marijuana can be sown in
rows, hills or be broadcast (just
tossed at a rate of 40 per square
feet). All methods are adequate
and have their own advantages.
Rows in a NE or SE direction get
10% more light while plants on a
hill have great drainage. Broadcast seeding is inefficient but
easy and fast.

To plant seeds, the soil needs
to be watered first. It is best to
drop seeds individually into a
hole less than an inch deep.
Once the seeds germinate, the
soil needs to be kept moist.

Photo by John Heyn

In an attempt to improYe the efficiency of Student Organization, Business Mam1ser Gus Cero hu im-

plemented a "Head Start Program." In his original plan, children between the ases of 3 and 6 will be
forced to attend council meetings to learn parliamentary procedure and how the coundl works.
According to Cero, "I hope that this program will strensthen our orsanlzatlon and provide us with ·
enough qualified personnel for future years." New President Ray Parente exdalmed, "I can't wait to see
who my protege is."
At the last council meeting of the Marinelli administration, this junior executiYe board member who
refused to giYe his n;ame because of his age had a whale of time.
When interYiewed the little fella said, "D~ Da, Mom Mom." Vice President Michelle Cousins who is
training the future executiYe board member stated, "That's exactly how I started out."

Gerontology Con_ference
The Second Annual Sadie B.
Richman Gerontology Conference will be held from 8:30 a.m .
to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 5th,
at Kean. Entitled " The Three R's
of Aging: Rights, Responsibilities and Re-engagement," the
conference will focus on recent
developments and issues of
concern in the growing field of
gerontology.
Keynote speaker Qr. Ephraim
H. Mizruchi, director of the
Maxwell Policy Center on Aging
at Syracuse University, is expected to address the problem of
society's emphasis on the infirmities of old age and the
resultant under-utilization of
productive senior citizens. He
will also speak on non-traditional employment opportunities.
Six workshops will be conducted by professionals from a
wide variety of services for the
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elderly. Institutions serving the
elderly such as the Glen Gardner
Center for Geriatrics and the
Daughters of lsrael Pleasant
Valley Home will be represented.
The conference is a result of
cooperation between Kean College's gerontology program and
the New Jersey Division on
Aging, Title IV-A of the Older
Americans Act. Administrators
from senior citizen centers and
meal sites are welcome as are
nursing home nurses and aides,
hospital personnel and social
workers. The public is invited to
attend.
The registration fee is $7.00
with a reduced rate of $3.00 for
students and senior citizens.
Registration may be done at the
door, but to insure a space registrants may pre-register by calling
Professor Rot,ert Famighetti at
527-2605 or 527-2098.

Join the Walk-A-Thon
On Sunday, May 7, 1978, the tesy of McDonalds.
Union County Chapter of the
The route is circular, so
March of Dimes will hold its 5th everyone will finish in the same
annual Walk-a-thon. This year's place that he or she started. LunWalk is being sponsored by ch, courtesy of McDonalds, will
McDonalds. The employees of be served free of charge to all
McDonalds restaurants and the walkers at the halfway point. A
March of Dimes extend a per- walker who starts at Kean
sonal invitation to everyone to College will eat lunch at
join in the annuan fund-raising LaGrande School and finish at
event.
Kean College.
The Walk-a-thon is a 20 mile
Prizes will be awarded to the
hike along a police approved walkers who turn in the largest
route through Union County. amounts of money from their
There are two starting points, ' sponsors. A sponsor is a friend ,
LaGrande School on LaGrande relative or business who pledges
Avenue in Fanwood & Kean a set amount of money for every
College on Morris Avenue in mile the walker completes. For
Union. Registration will begin at example, a pledge of 10 cents per
9:00 a.m. at both starting points. mile would result in $2.00 for the
There are 10checkpoints located March of Dimes if the 20 miles
about every two miles along the are completed. The funds colroute. At each of these check- lected by the walkers will go
points orange drinks will be sup- toward conducting research into
plied free to all walkers, cour- the causes and prevention of

Facts to Help Poison - Proof Your Home
Every year thousands of children are poisoned by hazardous
household substances. Medicines, furniture polishes, lighter
fluid, turpentine are but a few of
the numerous potentially dangerous products commonly
found in the home. Usually the
packaging is attractive - brightly colored or perhaps looks like
food . If it is within reach it is poison and potentialfy death. An 18-month-old boy died after drinking floor cleaner containing
petroleum distillates. An 8-yearold drank a bottle of liniment
and a 1-year-old girl spent nine
days in the hospital after
swallowing charcoal lighter fluid
from a can left in the yard after a
family picnic.

Ellen Bloom, Director of the
. \ln\on County ott\ce of Con-

, sumer Affairs has released these
facts provided by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and suggests a few steps to
help poison-proof your home:
- No matter how· attractive a
hazardous product may be, children usually can't be poisoned
by something they can't get their
hands on. Therefore, one key to
poison prevention in the home is
keeping all medicines and other
hazardous products locked up
when net in use.
- Don 't depend on close
supervision. It's impossible to
watch a child every minute and
children can move very quickly.
- Always read the warning labels on hazardous products.

These labels will tell you the
seriousness of the danger and list
all hazardous ingredients. If your
child is accidentally poisoned,
the first thing a doctor needs to
know is the identity of the poison. The label will also tell you
what immediate first aid you can
give.
- Keep all hazardous
products in their original containers. Never store them in
cups, soda bottles, or other containers that would normally contain food or drink.
- Avoid taking medicines in a
child's presence. Children imitate adults, particularly their
parents.
- Call any medicine by its
proper name. Never suggest that
medicine is " candy."
- When giving medicine to
children, give them only the
proper dosage. Don't think that
because a little medicine gives

relief, more would do an even
better job.
- Promptly dispose of prescription drugs by flushing them
down the toilet once the illness
for which they were prescribed is
over.
- Do not store any other hazardous products with medicines
that are to be taken internally.
There are many look-alike containers on the market. You or
your child could make a tragic
mistake.
- Be careful when using a
hazardous product. Always keep
it out of children's reach. If you
are interrupted while using the
product, t.ike it with you.
A wide variety of drugs and
hazardous household products
are now required to be packaged in containers with safety
closures that are very difficult for
most children to open. Other
hazardous products will soon be

added to the list. Child-resistant
packaging has the potential to
reduce dramatically the number
of youngsters poisoned, but only
if it is purchased and then properly used.Be sure to:
- Keep the product in its
safety packaging.
- Close the container
property after use, resecuring
the safety feature.
- Remember that poison
prevention packaging is only an
additional safeguard. Safety
closures can help but they can 't
do the whole job of protecting
your children. Most chilnren
cannot open poison-pre· ention packages, but some c.. n.
These are just some of many
suggestions put out by the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission. Questions with regard
to this commission report or any
other product related inquiries
may be called in to the toll free

Prof. Speaks on China Trip ;;·;-;-,...· Le
On Tuesday, May 9 at 12:15,
Dr. Alan Wallach of the Fine Arts
Department will give a talk in the
Little Theater titled "China
Today: An Eyewitness Account. "
The talk will be illustrated with
slides Dr. Wallach took during a
three-week tour of mainland
China in January of this ye ;r with
a group of New York artists.
According to Dr. Wallach, the
Chinese arranged a group tour
with " an art emphasis." In addition to the expected round of
·
·

factories, communes, schools
and hospitals, the group saw archaeological sites, art and archaeology museums, crafts
schools, demonstrations of traditional arts, and ancient monuments in Peking, Xian, Loyang,
Souchou and Shanghai.
Asked to describe the highpoint of the trip, Dr. Wallach
said: " It is hard to single out one
experience from all that we saw,
but if I have to I'd say it was the
visit to the newly-constructed
tomb of Mao Tse-tung in Peking

e r,p

erry

birth defects.
Two years ago the 1st prize
winner was a young man who
filled up 11 sponsor sheets and
turned in a total of $553.00.
In an effort to interest adults in
the Walk-a-thon, two strictly
adult prizes will be awarded to
the two adults who turn in the
largest amounts of money. You
must be 18 to be eligible for
these prizes. The prizes are a
weekend for two at the Playboy
Club, Great Gourge, N.J .; and a
weekend for two at the Holiday
Inn Jetport, Elizabeth, N.J. (meals
and drinks excluded) . As in past
Walks, 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
prizes will be awarded. Add i. tional prizes will be available to
eligible Walkers. For example, a
special raffle will be held at
McDonalds, US Highway 22 &
Michigan Avenue in Union to
award a prize furnished by
McDonalds. To be eligible for
this prize the walker must collect
at least $50.00. For each $50.00
the walker turns in a card with
the walker's name on it and it will
go into a barrel, $100.00 would
mean 2 cards, $150.00 would
mean 3 cards-.
Below you will find a preregistration coupon form. If you
are interested in spending May
7th with the March of Dimes, just
cut out the coupon, fill it out and
mail it to : Super Walk '78, c/o
March of Dimes, 520 Westfield
Avenue, Elizabeth, N.J. 07208.
Your sponsor sheet will be
mailed to you promptly. If there
are any further questions, please
contact us at (201) 351-0320.

.
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CHINA l'ODA'Y:

An Eyewitness
Account

Alan Wallach
Professor of
Art History

Tuesday, May 9
at 12:15
in the
Little Theater

Volunteers are being sought
for the 1978 Jerry Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy Summer Camps
located at Camp Oakhurst, in
Oakhurst, N.J., and Camp
Bergamo, in Marcy, N.Y. The
MDA office needs volunteers
The EAS (Educ.itlon.il Arts
age 16 and over, who can give
.ind Systems) grildmte f.iculty
one or more weeks of their
will conduct Its .innual collosummer and time to help a
quim on M.iy 11, 1978, from
handicapped child or adult.
4:30 to 7:00 p.m., In the
Camp sessions are_: June 24Browsing Room of the Book
July 2 for Camp Oakhurst; and
Store. It Is helpful for gr.iduJuly 1-7, July 8-15, July 16-23, July
ate students to see the type of
l
the day we left. This was an extra- 24-30 for Camp Bergamo.
rese.irch required for culordinary and bizarre experiAnyone with a sincere desire
minating gr.idu.ite projects.
ence, and it summed up for ~e- to help a handicapped person
Dr. Joseph Prell Is EAS
who possess the way the Chinese blend the enjoy a special week this summer
A 36-hour master of arts dary level gr.idu.ite
coordln.itor; Dr.
demonstrated
or
potential
traditional
with
the
contempoprogram in the ed!,lcation of the
should call the MDA office at
Myr.i Weiger Is this ye.ir's
gifted and talented will be made intellectual, creative, or specific rary in their art and ideology."
379-6143. No experience is
colloquim ch.ilrperson.
available to teachers, adminis- academic abilities or leadership
necessary. Nurses, Land Sports,
trators and other educators by capability, or talent in the perand Music counselors are also
the department of education arts forming or visual arts. In order to
needed.
realize
their
potentialities
HEW
and systems of Kean College,
EVE
Women
's
Center
at
Union, in the fall semester 1978. recommends differentiated eduThe Department of Health, cation or services beyond those Kean is sponsoring Career Day,a
Education and Welfare defines now being provided by .the free program, on Friday, May 5,
from 9:30 to 11 :30 A.M . A panel
" gifted and talented" as young- regular school system.
The M.A. program at Kean of women in various fields will
sters - identified at the preschool, elementary or secon- College will provide . needed discuss how they found their
background into the education jobs, what they do, current opCorrection
of the gifted. This will include portunities in their fields, and
In last week's Independent, in identification procedures, a their methods of combining
• EVENINGS & SATURDAYS
the article PROUD, SCSC No study of psychology of gifted family and career.
The speakers include Patti SilShow; TWM left With Low Turn- persons, an overview of gradu• HOSPITAL INTERNSHIP
out, it was stated that Joe G inarte ate study in education, and a berman, an account executive
•
CLASSES BEGIN
was a past president of the Latin more intensive look at the · with Merrill, Lynch, Pierce,
JULY & SEPTEMBER
Fenner
and
Smith,
and
Felice
C.
Fraternity. Ginarte was a past methodology of instruction in
president of the Spanish Cultural one content area. The program Moran, procedures analyst with
FOf' informaf;on write or call:
and Social Club . The will also cover how to establish the Fidelity Union Trust ComIndependent regrets this error.
and supervise programs in the pany, Aurora Tandberg, an asINSTITUTE
In the article, Dissatisfied education of the gifted as well as sistant manager at New York Life,
308 WIiiow Avenue
Minorities Voice Grievances At practical experience in carrying will talk about women in insurance. .
.
.
TWM Meeting, it was stated that out such programs.
.
Hoboken,.·N.J. 07030
Registration will be held at the
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Tomorrow will be the last day ~f the Marinelli administration
tion . . .or was that Monday? Were ttie Executive Board members
who exceeded the allowed absences dismissed? Even though
she was correct for doing so, was Joyce as President, within h.e r
ri ghts to kick those people off the Board? Wh y did co u ncil vot e
to retai n me mbe rs who in addition to not effectivel y doing their
jobs, could not even make regular meet ings?
I d on't have the a nswe rs to these q uestions. What I d o have
are many, ma ny more questions a bout th e events of the past
year. These q uestions have proven several basic points of info rmat ion a bout organizations.
The first and foremost is that an organization needs
competant leaders who are willing.to do the work involved and
who can work with the members of that group. During the
Marinelli administration, the leaders have not worked together
and have alienated funded groups and the general student
population. Many funded groups on the other hand, have made
itthrough the year and can be proud of their accomplishments.
The Squires First Aid Squad, for example, is staffed by student
volunteers who work hard and are always there when they are
needed. Rules and regulations are laid down for the good of the
Squad and are strictly followed. Kean's Hot Ii ne is another group
who by doing what was expected and staying within guidelines
has helped many during 77-78.
So many student groups have the potential to be very
successful and strive to make the system work. Unfortunately,
nearly every organization depends on volunteers who never
materialize thus forcing a handful of very dedicated individuals
to run the show.
What makes students volunteer time for an organization? For
some it's the gratification of serving fellow students. Others are
-in it for what they can get out of it. Some just want to party. Still
others simply want a line on their resume. Whatever the
reasons, many hours are spent trying to make Kean College life
pleasant. To those people who hav~ worked for the benefit of
all, thank you.
A special thanks also must be extended to those in the staff
box on this page as this is the final issue for the 1977-78 Editorial
Board. These people have week after week, put out a quality
newspaper for the Kean College community. These dedicated
volunteers deserve credit. This dream of recognition will
become a reality starting in September when the Kean journalism internship program includes the Indy. For the 43,400
words each week, the Independent will at long last have some
academic legs to stand on.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney.
:·Every Thu_rsday from: 1;0_~ P.M .. to 5:00 P.M.

STUDENT ORGAN·IZATION ·OFFl~ES
. COLLEGE.·.c ~·N rE~. BL-~ G · .
Kea~ College of New Je·rsey
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I.D.'s Arrive For The End
Dear Editor,
.
.
A few weeks ago, the Independent brought.to the readers' attention the fact that many students had not received a Kean College
Identification Card. Although classes started on January 30, I received
my I.D. card on April 12.
I have attended other colleges before coming to Kean, and I always
received an I.D. card (most times w ith my picture on it) at the time of
registration or before classes began.
I am sure that the o ffice staff is very efficient as I have had other
dealings w ith them, but'this is the result of poor supervision . I do not
know the perso n in charge of I.D. Cards o n the Adm inistrative Staff,
but if he or she w ill contact me, at 376-3348, I w ill be glad to offer
suggestions for an inexpensive system for prod ucing an I.D. card
with the student's picture, name, address, and social security
number, etc. Let's get so me action before the Fall semester starts. ·
Hazel Hard grove

Psst! Pass This On!
Dear Editor,
Recently I received in the mai l the following unsigned question- •
naire together with answers, comm entary and a request I make them
available to the readers of your publication.
As you know, actually I don't, based on these three words plagiarism and other forms of cheating erode academic standards,
lowering the value of a college degree - ars gratia pecuniae-and hurting the good students who have done their own work. The
• Academic Standards Committee is formulating a policy on handling
academic dishonesty cases - if they are over 40 lbs. please wear a truss
- as charged by the Faculty Senate. The Light Brigade was never like
this. In the interest of fairness, cousin to Eliot and Loch, the Committee is collecting student and faculty opinion about the issue.
1. If you take three or more words in sequence from a book, article,
etc., go kiss yourself, without using quotation marks and a footnote
number, you are plagiarizing. In addition to documenting with a
footnote-playing chopsticks with one's toes - another person's
words, you must also document his idea or opinions and even his
organization . Obviously you do not have to document common
knowledge, easily veritable facts found in a number of sources or the

like "Most academics are insane. " Even paraphrasing your sources
can be considered plagiarism if you do not document with a footnote
each statement from a source that you have summarized or
rephrased in your own language. Esperanto.
a. Before you received this questionnaire, was your understanding
of plagarism essentially the same as that given in this definitionl This
is difficult to answer. Though I agree with the views of the student sit-

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)
ting next to me, his penmanship is too illegible to read and copy.
b. Given this definition , do you believe plagiarism papers are ever
submitted by students on this campus? Absolutely not. Nor now that
you have given me Bubonic plague, please don't call me Bobo
Bubela.
2. A student who has been judged to have plagiarized a first time
should receive - definitely, he should go to confession and then
receive a grade of F in the assignment, a grade of Fin the course, no
penalty, a different penalty (describe).
He should definitely receive all four of the above and after receiving no penalty, he should receive a different penalty of forty lashes
preferably manufactured by Max Factor to be followed by forty
winks.
3. A student who has been judged to have plagiarized a second
time should, after seeking a change of venue, be suspended from the
college. This is definitely not enough. He must be suspended from
the college by this thumbs, and if his thumbs won 't suspend him, let
him be suspended by all means by his deans; be dismissed from the
college, but not till class is over; receive no penalty (describe)-again
he should receive all four . And the different penalty should be the
guillotine performed in a specially constructed penalty box located
just outside the proposed new student center.
4. How many times have you observed students engaging in other
forms of academic dishonesty (copying during exams, passing
answers, using crib notes) during the past year? Since you do not ask
have I observed other students, I plead the fifth and drink it. I will admit that on three occasions, I did receive the same crib note. It said
"Goo Goo.'\ As it was written on the instep of the student next to me,
I judged it to be properly footnoted . I continue reading the letter of
the emperor Trojan to Pliny concerning anonymous informers.
·
Sincerely yours,
Dom Letterse

Evaluations
Deemed Worthless
Dear Editor:

In the April 20 issue of the Independent, in the article on the Board
of Trustees Meeting, sever:il students and myself were quoted
concerning the firings of untenured faculty.
I would like to express my extreme dismay with regard to the
material the Independent chose to quote! Whether or not a student
was or was not at the December meet\ng of the Board is irrelevant.

Whether or not a degree still holds validity, even if the department
that issued it is not still in existence, is absurd. All that would do is
make graduates of that dept. less inclined to support KCNJ as alumni.
The only relevant remarks printed seem to have been said by me,
about Dr: Maynard, and I am not overjoyed with what was printed
there, either.
The Independent has chosen to print the routine about the Board
and the sensational about the students who spoke and has ignored
the central issues that:
1. These firings are politically motivated from the departmental
level through the administration through the Board of Trustees, like
so many dominoes falling dowri .
2. Excellent student evaluatio ns of a professor don't mean a damn
thing.
3. The administration isn 't interested in what the_students really
want or what the subcommittees such as the A.R.P.T. recommend.
4. They won't make the decisions openly because they know
everyone would be outraged over their lack of concrete reasons.
I believe that no matter what criteria are used, e ither objective, or
subjective (which isn 't done, beca use th~ Ad~inistr~tion doesn't
believe in visiting a professor's class to see 1f he 1s effective o r not for
themselves), i-f it is politically expedient, that professo r won't be fi r~d.
I am, therefore, refusing to even fill out any student evaluation
forms from here on out as the information is abused, and I would
urge othe r stude nts to do the same. As adu lts and taxpayers we have
recourse. We can write both our state legislators and the Board of
Higher Education . If enough.do write f_o r a lo~g enou~h ti~e ~ayb_e
the education system here in N.J. that 1s stead ily deteriorating m t his
man ner, would be saved. It won 't sav~ today's professor's jobs, but
just maybe it wou ld be less pol itically exped ient to fi re t he good ones
in the future.
·
Randall P. Forker

Gather round children and let this grizzled old senior impart some last !?earls of
wisdom to yo u before graduatio n.
As a few of you may know, and fewer still may care, last Thu rsday's Council
meeting turned into a fiasco which culminated in the action of several council
members leaving in protest.
As one of those counci.1 members, and someone who has spent a few years in
this mad house, let me fill you in on a few of the myths and realities of YOUR
student government.
First of all, get it out of your head that Student Organization represents the
students of Kean College. It just isn't so. Student Organization in general, and
Student Council in particular is comprised of members of all the various funded
groups who have a stake in the budgeting of YOUR STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE.
Most council members are swept into office with as little as 3 VOTES. Count
them - 3 VOTES. Consequently many of the funded groups who know damn well
that their budgets are ultimately approved by Student Council, run a few of their
people as insurance of their budget's approval.
Let me talk in simpler terms. So simple that even you, the simple-minded Kean
student, who allows this to go on, can understand it.
The present Student Organization is a farce. It is an absolute mockery of what
our student government is supposed to be: C9uncil votes along three lines:
friendship, funded group affiliation and ethnic or racial affiliation. You really
should come to a meeting sometime. You'll have a good laugh.
.
But you see it really isn't a laughing matter. Student Organization has a responsibility to YOU, the student body, to fulfill their jobs and do what is in the best
interests of the school. But they don't. At Thursday night's meeting they I ,blatantly refused to dismiss some members who clearly had exceeded the number of
absences allowed. This action was a slap in the face to those of us who have
perfect attendance, and who take our job seriously.
The reason why nothing is being accomplished by this year's Student Organization is because the Council is made up of a bunch of ignorant airheads who
think with their asses.
I hope you understand my terminology. I want everyone to clearly get my mes- ·
sage.

"'nother thing that is disturbing is the fact that the Executive Board, with the
lone exception of Greg Gomes, refused to dismiss the negligent officers, despite
the mandate in our constitution. It is to his credit that Mr. Gomes rose above the
petty affiliations of the moment and did what was correct and moral. He is the
lone person on the Executive Board that I have any respect for after that meeting.
Finally let me state that I doubt that anyone, except for Lenny the printer who
will set this in type, will read this message. But I still have a thread of idealism left in
me. Perhaps a newly elected Council member may read this and actually take his
or her job seriously when changeover comes. But I doubt it.
A few years ago I was told by someone high up in student government, "Sal, it's
O.K. if you make a few waves. In fact it looks good for us if you make a few waves
because it makes us look like we're fair. But don't overdo it. Because the alternative to what we have is ar administrative takeover."
Well after studying the present situation, I'm not so sure a takeover would be
such a bad idea. At l~ast then every student would have an even chance at an issue. The way things presently are, the cards are stacked against you baby. ·
It's your move. That's right, you the student.
Y,ou can either do something or nothing. The choice is yours. Well, I've tried to
get through to you. I don't know if you understand me or if you'll do anything, ·

but at least I've tried . And unlike most of Student Council , l.'11 be able to sleep
tonig!:lt knowing that I've tried . Try. That's the only thing left to do. Try.
Sal Cardaci

Partying People Pleased
Dear Editor,
When was the last time you went to an All-College Party where the
beer went dry an hour and a half before it ended yet people stayed
until 1 :30 a.mJ When was the last time you went to an All-College
Party and people screamed, clapped, and banged on tables for the .
band to play morel When was the last time you went to an AllCollege Party and couldn't find room to dance on the dance floor? ..
.Well, if you were among the 350 people at the All-College Party April
19, you could have the answers to these questions and more.
All too often events and programs that go on are taken for granted.
The student body rarely hears or knows what is involved. With this in
mind , I would like to extend a " Thank yvu " to Paul Milcik and the entire Social Committee for an outrageous All College Party on April
19th. And thank you for all the other events that have gone unappreciated. You all deserve much more credit than what is written in
these few lines.
A very appreciative student,
Sam Manning

Troubled?
Mid-Semesttr Blues?
CALL THE KEAN COLLEGE
HOTLINE
Mon.-Fri . 9 a.n,. - 1 J . n1
Sat. & Sun . 2 p.m.-1 a.m.

527-2330
527-2360
289-2101

Information & Referrals
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by Robert Kern
" For over a thousand years
Roman conquerers returning
home from victory would enjoy
the privilege of a Triumph, a tulmultous parade. Soldiers would
carry st9len goods from the conquered land and lead captured
slaves. The victor would ride in a
golden chariot, sometimes accompanied by his wife and
children. Behind him stood a servant holding a golden crown
and whispering a warning - that
all glory is fleeting. " - General
George S. Patton.
For a writer, he is only as good
as his next work. I' m allowing
myself this ego trip because this
may very well be my last semester writing this column and I'm
facing that terrible fear shared by
all writers ... that afterward he'll
be forgotten among everything
else. Shakespears said it as it pertains to professional and personal " The evil that men do lives
after them; the good if often
interred with their bones."
In years to come my name will
be forgotten by the masses and
that I expect but there are a few
readers out there whose lives
have been made a bit merrier for
this column . If they will
remember it fondly I shall be vindicated.
To remember all the good
times, no matter how painful,

gives us the only true immortality on earth.

Arts Dialogue presents a series
of skits entitled " An Amusing
Analysis of the Art World " on
May 16th in VE112, at 1 :40, along
with a slide show.
The , artist, Ann Gillen, has

for environment, both in open
space and within architectural
contexts. The material she uses
includes plywood, plate metals
and natural slate. She attended
Pratt Institute and Columbia
University and has taught at such
diverse institutions as Vassar
College, Queens College, The
'New School and Empire State
College, SUNY. Her work is i n
the collection of the Museum of
Modern Art and that of many
public institutions.

been chiefly concerned with the

theme of moving groups of
people. Using the body in
motion, her work deals with the
old problem of how to deal with
motion in a sculpture fixed in
space. She has also been interested in designing sculpture

Even before you begin to
pour, you need an arsenal of
weapons to make the downing
of your drinks downier ..
Of course you have a number
of them on hand now. But there
are new ones coming out every
day, so I've looked about a bit
and will try to bring you up to
date ·on what's what on the whatnot.
Here are the standard outlines of your glass cabinet.
Of course, there are innumerable variations of this in
style, quality, shape and transparency. But I'd like to emphasize that - whatever your taste :
modern, traditional, or eccentric - you have on hand a selection of good glassware. Just as
you will want to serve good basic
liquors to your friends, so you
will want to serve your drinks in
containers worthy of your
friends.
Glassware is not simply a
matter of the manufacturer trying to steal your money. The
cocktail glass, for example, has a
long stem so the warmth of your
hand will not detract from the
delicious chill of the drink. Glass
itself, being a very poor conductor of heat, is the perfect
vessel for cold drinks as well as

ART HISTORY SPRINCi LECTURE
Sponsored by Art History Faculty and Art History Club on
May 9th, in VE112, beginning at 2:15. Professor Carol Krinsky of
New York will speak on Rockefeller Center: Can Profit and
Beauty Work Together. Professor Krinsky, brilliant speaker and
author of " Rockefeller Center," just published by Oxford University Press, will reveal how and why this project in urban planning was conceived, changed and carried out. Using the archives of the Rockefeller family and Rockefeller Center Inc.
she has created a classic study of architecture, real estate and
urban planning. Come and hear how the capitalist business
world and that of good architectural design can work together.

Tuesday, M.ty 23rd at 7 :00 p.m. in the Wilkins Theatre. Chancellor Hollander will address the college and community on
the matter of, " The Future of Higher Education in New Jersey."
Dr. Hollander will answer questions from the audience, giving
an opportunity to make the discussion more specific to Kean .
College.

M.D./0.V.M. Dearee-Europe/U.S.A.
IT IS NOT TOO LA'lE for you to enroll in the
programs of the INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION which offer:
1. Enroll ment for Fall 1978 in medical sc hools in Eu rope .
2. M.S. in c ooperation w ith reco gn ized co ll eges and un iversities in the United States , lead ing to advanced placement in med ical schoo ls i n Spa i n , It al y , and o ther
Eu ro pea n coun tries .
3. Wh ile you are in attenda nce at the med ical sc hoo l, the
Institute provides a supplemental Basic Med ical Sciences
Cu rric ul um wh ic h prepa res stu dents for transfer in to an
Ame rican med ical schoo l. (COT RAN S)
4. For those studen ts who do not transfe r, the Institute
provides accredited , su pervised cl inical cle rksh ips at
cooperat in g United States teac hing hospitals .
5. Du ri ng th e final yea r of foreign medi ca l sc hool , the Institute provi des a su pplem ental and comprehensive cli nical
med ic al c u rricu lu m wh ich p repares yo u to t ak e th e
ECFMG exam ination .
The Institute has been responsible for processing more
American students Into foreign medical schools than any
other organization.
For further Information and application, contact
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York
3 East 54th Stree_t. New York . NY 10022. (212) 832-2089

amplifying their visual effect by
perfect clarity and subtle side
lighting. The solid Old Fashioned glass is perfectly designed for
its rugged load of fruit and
whiskey; the petite liqueur glass
is the perfect expression of the liquor it bears.
Having got our back upon this
subject of glassware, we' re
prepared to relax and say that if
you ' re throwing a brawl , or particularly if you ' re having your
party outdoors, it's just as well to
have some run of the mill glass-•
es for breaking or dumping purposes. No need to sacrifice your
choke crystal to the whims of a
passel of satyrs chasing nymphs
through the greenwood or standing on a table ready to be
knocked aside by the tail-wagging of your neighbor's lovable
but lunky Great Dane. Let them
have Mr. Woolworth 's best, in
that case. But when you have
your party under control, bring
out your Tiffany or your Jensen
or your Steuben or your Baccarat. Good glass is beautiful and
not terribly expensive.
There's even a finer subdivision in buying glass. A man may
enjoy a fine double scotch Old
Fashioned when he comes after
work, a big job full of ice - one
for him, one for his wife - to restore sweetness to the soul and
themselves and to others. Or
maybe it can be a joy come some
summer day to mix up a walloping Plantar's Punch - San Juan
style - in a sixteen ounce glass,

by Joe Torres, President of I.F.S. C.
Th e inner fraternity-sorority council elections are over and I would
like to Congratulate all the winners and wish them good luck for the
next year. The newly elected officers will take over on May 23, 1978.
The newly elected officers of the inter fraternity-sorority council are :
1. President
Steve Shupp (Nu Delta Pi)
2. Vice-President
Greg Cussolino (Nu Sigma Phi)
3. Treasurer
Barbara Downey (Sigma Kappa Phi)
4. Recording Secretary
Debbie Van Blarcon (Omega Sigma Psi)
5. Corresponding Secretary
Barbara McHale (Zeta Sigma Phi)
Communications:
The I.F.S.C. Dinner is May 9, 1978 at the Kingston Inn on Morris
Ave. The dinner wili"start at 8 p.m., there will be a buffet and open
bar. The price of the tickets are $7.50 each - Open to Cireeks Only.
Sigma Kappa Phi is having a Sl ,ore house raffle, tickets cost $.50
each and the drawing date is May 23, 1978.
Lambda Chi Rho is having a stationary sale till May 9, 1978, so see
the sisters of Lambda for information.
The 1.F .S.C. Basketball playoffs are set for May 8th and the finals for
May 11, 1978. Thetimeofthegamewill be8p.m . and 9p.m . So get the
teams ready.
1. Nu Delta Pi vs. Sigma Theta Chi
2. Sigma Beta Tau vs. Nu ·sigma Phi
CORRECTION
In the April 27th issue of the Independent, in the Centerfold, under
the heading ' Hercules Lives On in the Greek Olympics,' it was stated
that Sigma Beta Chi won the Women 's Basketball event. Alpha Theta
Pi sorority is the rightful owner of this title. It was also stated that
Sigma Theta Chi received the title in the .Beer Chugging ·contest,
w~ich is correct. The photographer under which this caption
appeared was one of the Shot-A-Min. This event was won by Nu
Sigma Phi. The Independent regrets this error.

(Continued on page 7)

May is a month of renewal. As
the earth bursts forth with new
growth, so can we also look forward to new ways to expand our
experience.
WOMAN TALK invites all
women to join together ilt the
noontime meeting on May 3rd to
explore ways we can support
each other in a more personal
way. Lizanne Gibson, who plans
the program, welcomes the opportunity to become better acquainted with the Kean Women
who attend WOMAN TALK each
week. Please attend, express
your interests, support · each
other and share the changes you
have experienced.
The Women's Center at Montclair State College, on Wednesday noon presents the following
programs for the month of May.
M.ty 3rd: Marion Harnett,
Bergen County Community Action Program, Women 's Shelter: " Battered Women."

May 10th: Dr. Charity Runden,
Executive Director, Educational
Foundation for Human Sexuality : " Female Sexu·ality."

display at Benedict Gallery on
Rte 24, Main Street, in Madison,
N.J. The title of the presentation
is " Come to the Carousel," the
artist is Alice Decaprio and the
exhibit includes paintings, art
objects and antique carousel animals. The gallery is open on
Tuesdays to Saturdays, 10 a.m. to
5 p.m.
The Eudora Welty segment of
The Original: The Writer in
America will appear on Channel
13 at 8:30 p.m. in three parts : the
biographical portrait of Ms.
Welty on May 8th; and two
episodes of the author reading
from her work - the short story
Why I live at the P.O. (Post Office) on May 15th; and exerpts
from The Petrified Man. Eudora
Welty is a well-known American
author-ess who lives and works
at N-O-W and brings to her writing a special flavor worth being
aware of.
On Tuesday, May 9th at 7:40
p.m. Edicion of WOMAN TALK
at Kean College is presenting a
panel about WQMEN and
MONEY. Present as panelists will
be Jane Hakala, insurance agent
for Metropolitan Life, their first
female sales representative in
the Summit, N.J. office, Pat
Silverman, broker for Merril
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith
who has been a speaker for EVE
at Kean College and Ms. Mary
Giordano, assistant vice-president at First National City Bank. It

•is important for WOMEN to
know what to DO with money
and it is also vital for WOMEN to
know how to GET money and use
it for personal benefit.
PERSONAL : Several years ago
- just exactly when I needed it
- I found a book, How To Be
Your Own Best Friend, written
by Mildred Newman and Bernard Berkowitz. The title alone
can be an exercise in awareness
and was so for me. As I thought
about what kind of person I
should like as a best friend, I was
able to see how I could treat myself. Before I had even read the
first page, I had changed . On
page nine, in dialogue, is a clue
to happiness I had never considered before. To quote ... " But
we 'can all help ourselves.' 'Can
we reallyl That's an exciting and
lovely thought. I would like to
hold onto that. How can we do
itl ' In so many ways. First, you
have to make a very basic decision : do you want to lift yourself
up or put yourself downl Are
you for yourself or against yourselfl That may seem like a strange
question , but many people are
literally their own worst enemy.
If you decide you want to help
yourself, you can choose to do
the things that make you feel
good about yourself instead of
the things that make you feel
terrible .. .'."
With that in mind, create a
good week for yourselves.

May 17th: Dr. Arlene King,
Student Personnel Services:
" Test Anxiety. "
On Thursday, May 11th at 7:30
p.m. the Montclair State College
Alumni Association, the Educational Foundation for Human
Sexuality, the Women' s Center
and the School of Social and Be- r~~:~~;le~i~~;~;.~lo=~it;,i~~WO~A;SPAC~
havioral Sciences will present Dr. I se(tion of The Independent:
I
Warren Farrell in a program on I Item or event__ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
,
" Sex Roles." There will be a for- I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ I
mal lecture, a question-answer I Source _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ I
exchange and a consciousness- lfu~~~
.
I
raising portion included in the
Pleas~ n!t!,Jrn all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women,
program. Admission is free.
J
1 SA_114, Bookstore Building.
An unusual art exhibit is on
-

I

~------------------
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Packard Packs 'Em
by Kevin Perrine
Juveniles have probably been
committing illegal acts ever since
the first laws were written. F.B.I.
crime statistics show that most of
us have broken some type of law,
especially as children. Many acts
which juveniles can be arrested
for are not technically crimes.
(For example, truancy.) If a child
commits an act which would be a
crime for an adult he o·r she may
be found ' De-linquent' by a
court of law. If a child commits
an act which is only an offense
for juveniles, he or she may be
adjudicated as a 'Status Offend· er."
Most of these " little criminals'
are never arrested. Of those
arrested very few go through the
system and reach the courts. And
finally, of those who reach the
courts and are found guilty, most
are given minimum penalties.
These penalties range from a slap
on the wrist to a sentence in a
state juvenile detention center.

final note : Did you know that juvenile and crime prevention
programs are usually the first to
be cut from our budgets? This is a
case of poorly ordered priorities. The delinquent of today will
probably be a heavy economicsocial burden as a prisoner in an
institution in the future . So much
for this week's cheery subject,
and thank you for your interest.

Kids are sharp. They laugh at
the police and the courts because they are wise to the system.
They know how limited the
penalties are and they know how
good their chances are for never
being punished . Kids in urban
areas have become increasingly
street wise. They can put on
quite an act for the judges and
other officials, in an attempt to
avoid punishment.
The juvenile justice system is in
a constant state of conflict. The
U.S. Supreme Court have recently decided to expand the
rights ot juven\\es. landmark
cases such as ' Kent vs. U.S.' have
upheld many constitutional
rights for young offenders.
Meanwhile, street-kids hear
stories of their friends " Gettin
over' on the system. For example, a fifteen-year-old .ean rape
and rob your grandmother and
be out on the streets within a
year. Although this is not an exemplary case, it does illustrate an
aspect of the problem.
Disturbing Trends

Although juvenile crime is not
a new problem, there exist new
trends in delinquency, more and
more female offenders are being
arrested at the adult and juvenile levels (Social reform stereo
type). The numbers of juvenile
offenders is on the increase. The
major problem or trend today
has been toward the commission of more violent crimes by
youths. Kids kill, rape and maim,
and they do so in Elizabeth,
Plainfield and Newark.
Remedies and cure-alls have
yet to be discovered. I fear that
they will not be discovered in the
near future unless a large
number, of Americans take a serious interest in the problem. As a

by Paul Davis
It is now thirty days until the
primary election and it is time to
start tell in g you about the candidates. But first let me correct
myself on a mistake I made last
week. As you recall, I listed a
number of towns having regular
elections on May 2. The elections in those towns will be held
on May 9. Now on to our first
candidate, Bill Bradley.
Mr. Bradley is 34 years old, an
honor graduate in American History from Princeton (1965) and a
Rhodes Scholar. After completing his studies, he became an
overseas correspondent with
CBS Radio for two years. He
played for 10 years with the New
York Knicks. Until 1968 he taught
basic educational skills in
Harlem. The following year he
was an assistant to the Director of
the Federal Office of Economic
Opportunity, Bradley lives with
his wife, Ernestine, in Denville
and with their one-year old
daughter, Theresa Anne. Since
January I've heard all of the
candidates many times and have
come to the conclusion that they
all know the issues, but there still
is a problem with the answers.
Bradley's answers are no different so I warn you they will not be
complete. So here in capsule
form are Bill Bradley's stands on
the major issues of the day.
New Jersey and the northeast
are not getting enough money
back from the federal government so that the grant-in-aid formula must be restructured. He
feels that, because of the cost,
National Health Insurance is impractical but he does favor some
sort of Catastrophic Health Insurance. Bradley favors stiffer
sentences and swifter punishment of ·violent criminals. He
believes in tne need tor national
environmental standards and
controls. He calls for the renovation and improvement of the
existing mass transportation
system in New Jersey with the
use of federal funds. On the middle east Bradley feels that for
peace to come to the area, direct negotiations between Israel
and her Arab neighbors must _
continue. He also states that the
U.S. must continue to supply
arms to lsrae~ Well gang, that's
Bill Bradley. Next week we take a
look at Dick Leone, and the week
after that, Alex Menza.

The Craft Store
is now OPEN!

by Robert Kern

The world was not on my side
that night. Fighting a slight fever,
several major waves of nausea,
and an overall feeling of blah I
made it to the college to hear
Vance Packard talk about The
Breed That Succeeds. Posters
were hung everywhere announcing the · event. Our own
Indy ran an article about it last
week. Everyone knew about it.
Except Vance Packard.
Seems that whoever wrote

Packard informed him he was expected to speak on A Look At
The Future and was quite surprised by the posters he saw. But,
being gracious, Packar.d jotted
some notes before the lecture
and began describing the type of
personality which succeeds.
A good executive must be
sensitized, Packard stated, to his
employees needs. Many major
corporations are having sensitivity sessions for their executives
to overcome the trend in recent
years that has made many mana-

·Gourmand
(Continued from page 6) ·
ready for a session on the greensward, when the mind swings
south to the Caribbean and the
thought of blue waters and
islands springing from a sparkling sea.
But save these efforts for yourself. Don't serve any guest four
ounce Old Fashioned or five
ounce tall drinks - or you'll
have a house full of drunks in no
time. They'll blame you, too.
So take it easy. Keep the drinks
coming, normal size. And when
it's time to turn to dinner, or to
close up the house (you need a
mave before coming to your

gers and employers aloof and
unfeeling, seeing the world as a
series of objects to be used or
tossed aside.
The major personality trait
which spurs people to the top is a
hard drive to an established long
range goal. A well mapped
career plan is essential according to Packard, for anyon e who
wants to be a success.
Above all else the successful
manager must have an excellent
command of the English language .and have exceptional
communication skills. The perfect executive of Packard's vision
will have to face increasing
numbers of employees and the
ability to get across orders and
ideas.
Then Pa.ckard made an interesting segue. The manager of
the future will have to deal with
energy crunch, computers and
cloning. Even to my fevered ·
brain, complaining stomach and
preoccupied thought patterns, I
slowly began realizing that Packard had gone over to his original subject of a look at the
future. At that point I had to excuse myself as stomach, fever
and thought patterns had regrouped for a mass attack.
l he most amazing aspect of
the talk was Packard himself.
Having read his books and utilized some of his theories I expected to find a dynamic man.
Packard is a slight man with practically no speaking presence at
all.
His subjects are interesting to
be sure but his presentation left
alot to be desired.
Especially distracting was /100. Filled to capacity (at least for
the first half hour) the room can
become stifling hot and humid
or it could have been the result
of my fever. At any rate the talk
was something short of inspiring and even shorter on excitement.

eight o 'clock class) use your
enormous charm and persuasion, and muscle - if necessary
- to move your beloved guests
toward the roast or their own
roosts. There's nothing worse
than to stay up politely with a loquascious guest who jaws your
head off and tells you every one
of his well-worn jokes until all
hours of the morning and the
next time he sees you he laughs
like hell and says he didn't remember a thing, funny, huh? HaPackard's books are well writ-hal If he doesn't remember a ten and exciting but he shouldn't
thing, get him out of there and start relying solely on lectures to
you'll be able to remember that make a living.
you had a bit of sleep.

@8Th iTh all

~ThkeP WiThfl
One sip of Southern Comfort tells you
it's an incredibly talented liquor. Super
smooth. It tastes delicious, all by itself.
That's why Comfort®makes a terrific drink
solo, or with almost any backup.

ON-THE-ROCKS. FOR PURISTS

Just pour a jiggerful over i~e.
Enjoy this fine liquor's fabulous
full flavor the Comfort"able way.

~
Comfort"
Comfort"
Comfort"
Comfort"
Comfort•

& Cola
& 7UP
& Tonic
& Bitter Lemon
& Orange Juice

. ..,A. .
-~

.··

Come
And

See
All These
Unique Crafts
Bring in
your crafts a nd
make money!

~
SLOE 'N COMFORT""ABLE
Screwdriver with • new twist/
½jigger Comfort" Fill highb811 glass with ic,
½jigger sloe gin cubes. Add liquors, juice.
3 oz. orange juice Stir; add a cherry. Sip for
slow 'n easy 1111joyment.

½oz. tequila

-

~

-~
'

' ),,'!I

~ ~,-

~

.1.._.~..,A,~:
4.4_..r.,_...._.,._/Jlf

- 4 --~-~

~ - _ ; : : - - - .,jJ

COOL TEUL

1 oz. Comfon•
Orange juice

In Sloan Lounge
B. Hornig
hours will be posted on doors - more information C.C.B. Collegr
Center

'

.'

Fill highb811 glass with ice
cubes. Add liquon; fill with
juice; stir. Add a cherry.
Great drink tron, Mtuico!

There's nothing more delicious than Southern Comfort9 on-the-rocks!
Send for a Free Recipe Guide: SOUTHERN COMFORT CORP.• 100 PROOF L/OUEUR.

Sr LOUIS. MO. 63132
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Photo by Ralph Abbate

Hail to the winners Anne Corbacho and Joe Blanco, top couple of the 3:J..J.iour Dance Marathon.

The .Incredible K.C.
Dancing Machines

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Official "Foot Watcher," Jeff Dunbar, made sure that the dancers
kept moving.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Announcinll hours and other bits of information
marathon was emcee Larry.

through the

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Pouring on the power, couples danced through the night with half-hour breaks every three hours.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

As exhaustion

begins to show, couples slow down the pace and a few besfn to take on a
second or third wind.
'

Photo by Ralph Abbate

The massaging of feet and legs became a large part of the evenings events.
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Celebrate Life at
Coffeehouse

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Earl and friend jamming for the crowds at Coffeehouse.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Go and catch a rising Star at Coffeehouse with his guitar.

Photo by Ralph Abbare

Lenny Grasso (left) and Dan Strimer (right) provide thebeat for the tapping toes of Coffeehouse's own. •
.Ira!

Za Zu Zaz Adds Zip

Photo by Ralph Abbate

uet, doing what she does best as Dave Miller (half of Za Zu Zu) provides
;round on his bau.

Photo by Joe Spadaro

Honoring Kean, once more, with their fine music was Grover, Margaret and Za
Zu Zaz who played in the Little Theatre Monday nighL
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Metheny Beg ins New Jazz Era Celestial Coffee House
by Russell Stokes
On Apri l 24th the Pat Metheny
Group appea red before a standing room only audience in the
Little Theatre. The Pat Metheny
group, in my view, may be the
beginning of a new era in Jazz,
simply because it is hard to put
them in any one jazz category.
What they do is unique, while at
the same time, you get a feeling
of familiarity . You say to yourself, that they sound si milar to
Chick Corea and Romantic Warrior, but somehow they retain
their own ide ntity.
The members of the Pat
Metheny Group look li ke rock
musicians, b ut first impressions
are deceiving. They are jazz artists and th is beco mes evident
when they play. Pat Metheny
plays acoustic gu itar and 12 string
gu itar, and his pe rformance is
the one you pay attention to,
although he is supported by
three othe r extremely talented
musicians, Lyle Mays who plays
piano and synthesizer (also he
helps write some o f the arrangements), Mark Egan on bass, and .
Union 's own Dan Gottl ieb on
Drums. Pat Methe ny and his
group have been on tour for the
past year, and you would think
that they may have worn themselves out, but this is not the case .
Every arrange ment is precise and
pleasing to the ear. From the ir
ope ning arrangement "Fue
. Dance" to their last "Lone Jack"
they remain a group to be reckoned with. Most of the arrangements (if not all of them) were
well received. The piano solo on
"River Key" done by Lyle Mays
was done to perfection. Mark
Egan's solo on "Unity Village"
displayed his talents to their fullest. And then Pat Metheny didan
arrangement on his 12 string
guitar that he wrote along with
Mays entitled "San Lorenzo"
which could have been the best
song all night.
But it turned out to be one of
many songs that the audience
appreciated.
After intermission and an untitled arrangen:ient written by
Dan Gottlieb, the drummer, you
were able to learn about
Metheny and the type of person
he is. Some technical troubles
had developed and he asked to
have the lights brought up, " No
sense in being coy about this,"

by Grace Grosso
and Nancy Glynn

Mark Egan and Pat Metheny collaborate on one of their many jazz arrangements. They were well received by their audience and Pat
Metheny may be back soon.
was his only response. Metheny The Mo nday night jazz peopl e
even let a very poor comic come have done it again and these
up from the audience wh ile he people who were in the
aud ie nce e njoyed everything
fixed his amp cord.
Pat Metheny is extremely that was presented before them.
down to earth. "I don't want to Pat Metheny come play for us
be rich and famous, those are again . The future of jazz is asgreat things to be, but I just want sured, and the Pat Metheny
to play the best music I can. " Th is Group will undoubtably play a
was apparent by the arra!)_ge- big role in that future .
ments "Water Colon" (title of
his latest album) , "All The Things
You Are," "Lakes" and "Midwestern Nights Dream." One
wonders how the commercial
by Grace Ayres
aspects of the music world will
On Tuesday afternoon, April
affect Pat Metheny. " I don't have 25, 1978, interested students and
to compromise and I never faculty members crowded into
intend to." It is clear that V.E. 115 to attend the lecture and
Metheny and his group will be slide presentation given by Hans
around in the future and will Hokanson. Massive wooden
continue to do what they think is spirals, gigantic pieces with
best no matter what the odds. wheels and clogs, huge abstract
forms lunging into space, bowler
hats and juggler's pins were the
topic of discussion between
students and the famous
American wood sculptor.
Mr. Hokanson began by showing slides and photographs of his
work while explaining the technique and method u~ed to
unleash his creations. His images
are carved from the trees found
surrounding his home. He explained that his images are born
of things that appeal to him visually. The pieces he creates,
although abstract, represent
forms found in nature such as

IS

COMING!

Artist
Au Natural

It was all in the stars and the
moon - a great Coffeeho use
Nightl It started off with a litt le
"atmosphere." Candles, tablecloths, wine, tea, and coffee and
a new dropback for behind the
stage, turned Sloan Lounge into
a cozy cafe. The performers were
plentiful and a variety of music
was heard echoing down the
halls of the Student Center until
2:30 a.m.l
A total of nineteen performers
displayed their talents wh ich
amo unted to six hours of no nstop enjo yment. Kathy (Fa rrah)
Hoffma n warmed up the evening with songs by Carly Simon
and Judy Po llins. The night o fficially started with a set of James
,Taylor performed by Steve. O ur
"die-hard s" we re back as
usually. Earl the Pearl was singi ng
the blues. Tom shared a beautiful
set consisting of vocal and piano.
Mike Ba rton got t he crowd going
and into a little si ng along.
Highl ighting the evening were a
special visiting team - Len ny
Grasso and Dan St rimme r. Floyd
(Jeff?) and Starr changed the
mood a bit with a set consisting
of tun es from the Stones. Chris
Marcey set up a Jam Session that
co nsisted of guitars, dru ms, bass,
sax and even a harmonica.
Th is got the bod ies moving.
Coffee House also experi enced a
strange, all night, unscheduled
" performance" by a mystery
guest named IRA . Th e night
simme red down to an unexpected set by Jack. Jack d id
seve ral numbe rs on the piano by
Jackson Browne. By the thundering sound of the applause and
thei r cry for more, you could
easily tell that the 15 or 20 people

silk guitar) Lamberti. The crowd
experienced a number of
dramatic poetry readings by
Dan.
The performe rs can not be
give n total credit for a great
evening. The audience was very
rece ptive and participated with
their hearts, minds and bodies.
There was a special warmth and
friendliness in Sloan Lounge that
created an additional glow next
to the candles . .. what will the
moon and stars bring to the next
Co ffeehouse? Come to the next
Coffeehouse ·and find out!

You know
whatto

wear

left really appreciated his performance.

Well done crew! I.
Back again for the first time
this semester was Dan (yellow
waterfalls, creeks, and meadows.
The representational forms and
the pieces made of wheels and
clogs come from his everyday life
and the nostalgic past memories
of his childhood in Sweden. One
is immediately aware of the gentle wood carver's love for nature.
His work, roughly surfaced and
left natural, monumentalizes
those sights from nature he
wishes to preserve in his
memory.
Mr. Hokanson begins to reproduce his visual pleasure with
a drawing. He then chooses a log
suitable and carves completely
by hand from the green wood
the object he desires. From start
to finish , which can last up to and
over a years period, constant
changes are made. Once the
piece is complete it is placed
back into the forest and beautifully mingles again with its original e nvironment. The form
surrounded by all of nature's
greene ry stands as Hans Hokanson's monume nt to the onen ess
he shares with nature.

You have an unerring instinct
about what' s appropriat e for
what occasion. And you're confident that your clothes will look
and feel fresh, even during your
period. Because you rely on
lampax tampons.
They're uniquely designed to
expand in all three directions length , breadth and w idth which lessens t he chance of
leakage or bypass. And since
they're VvOrn internally, you're
not concerned about bulges.
Bulk. O r chafing.
No VvOnder Tampax tampons
are the overwhelming choice of
VvOmen who know what to wear.
Like you.

The internal protectio:i more w o m en trust

HYPNOTISM IN ACTION
~u ss Burgess, the hypnotist's hypnotist, will exh ibit h is skill in
Sloan Lounge on Wednesday, May 10th at 12:15 p.m.
The art ot hypnosis has many serious and therapeutic a_pplications, however Mr. Burgess will attempt only to enterta1~.
He promises that his audience will be spellbound by his
mysterious and fascinating demonstration:
. .
The Townsend Lecture committee promises fun and hilarity.
Special requests for post-hypnotic suggestions will be considered.

M A.0£ ON LY BY TAM PAX INCU RPORA f ED. PALM ER. MASS
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The Tubes at the Capitol Theatre
What Do You Wan t From Live-

A&M
Now this is where you get
another big social commentary.
Not too big, since I have only one
major gripe about the concert
(and it wasn 't even the band 's
fault), which will tum up here
and there during the review.
These gripes are directed at the
high-school mentality kids who
thought they were the White
Punks of " White Punks On
Dope." I think " White Dopes on
Punk" would better describe
them.
But the concert itself was
great. The Tubes were in top
form. And I do want to thank the
audience for being such a bunch
of assholes. I really wouldn 't
have enjoyed the concert as
mJch if you guys didn 't get me so
pissed off. I'm serious. At a
concert such as this one, where
most of the people don't even
know why they're there, it's important for me to know exactly
where a band like the Tubes is
com ing from at all times. And a
dumb audience helps.
I must say that the concert was

cho reography? O r Miss Vani lla You Were a Pu nk" and " I saw
(played most se ductively _by Re Her Stand ing The re," complete
Styles) getting so hot over the sex with chainsaw and spit. Fee spat
education films sne's showing to on a bunch of deserving little
her restless class, before going White Dopes in the front rows (I
into " Don 't Touch Me There must apologize right now to
(sung with lead singer Fee those who didn 't deserve it;
Waybill, and giving new mean- there must have been one or two
ing to the word " Donny and\ · of you).
Marie" ). I personally liked the
But getting back to the album,
Johnny Bugger and the Dirt Boxes set of " I Was a Punk Before after seeing the show, it seems as
if something got lost in the translation from stage to wax. It's not
just the visuals, it's the dialogue
and the arrangements of the
songs. The show seemed to
move a lot more smoothly than
the album does. For example:
after "God Bird Change" they
Week Ended April 28, 19-78
ripped off Fee's God Bird costume and he was wearing what I
Compiled by Deborah Orazi
consider the most Ol.!trageous
outfit of the night, a double knit
1. Blondie
Plastic letters
Chrysalis
leisure suit, and the band went
2. Jeffe rson Starship
Earth
Gqmt
right into "What Do You Want
3. Elvis Coste llo
My Aim is True
Columbia
From Life?" That was perfect.
4. V.A.
Stiffs live
Columbia
This kind of flow just isn't present
5. Ge orge Be nson
Weeke nd in L.A.
Warner Bros.
on the album.

much better than the new live
album, " What Do You Want
From Live." I think I made a mista xe by seeing the concert
before I heard the album . But the
fact is that when you listen to the
LP, you 're only getting half of the
show. You loose the visua I aspect
of it all. And what a visual aspect
it isl
How about " God Bird
,Change," with Japanese sci-fi

WKCU Most

Played Vinyl

6. Ian Du ry
7. Kan sas
8. Tom Scott
9. Fotomake r
10. Horslips
11 . Gary Wright
12. Billy Joe l
13. Nick Lowe
14. John Miles
15. Meatloa f
16. We t Willie
17. Noe l Pointe r
18. Clash
19. Elvis Coste llo
20. Crack the Sky
21 . Outlaws
22. Ramon e s
23. Robe rta Flack
24. Bob Marle y & th e Wailers
25. Je thro Tu ll
26. Steele ye Span
27. Je rry Garcia Band
28. Dee Dee Bridgewate r
29. Tom Robinson Band
30. Freddie Hubbard

New Boots & Panties
Point of Know Return
Blow It Out
Fotomake r
Ali e ns
Touch & Gon e
The Stranger
Pure Pop For Now Peopl e
Za ragon
Bat Out o f Hell
Mannorisms
Hold On
Clash
This Year's Mode l
Safety in Numbers
Bring Em Back Alive
leave Home
Blue lights in the Basement
Kaya
Heavy Horses
Storm Force Ten
Cats Under the Stars
Just Family
2-4-6-8 Motorway
Bundle of Joy

Get Ready For Some STIFF
Musicl
" Stiffs Live" is probably the
best album to come out of
England this year. Its a live
album, recorded on a tour of
concert gigs in London and
Norwich, England. Stiff Records
set up the tour to promote their
five " stiffs," Nick Lowe, Wreckless Eric, Larry Wallis, Elvis
Costello, and Ian Dury. What a
lineup!
Elvis Costello and the Attractions do a rendition of a Burt
Bacharach and Hal David song,
" I Just Don 't Know What To Do
With Myself." Elvis and his boys
really keep it jumpin'. Elvis also
does " Miracle Man," a good
steady rocker, and Elvis is at his with them on that number.
Ian Dury and the Blockheads ·
best.
Another "stiff" on the album is do two songs from their . new
Nick Lowe, with two cuts from album, " New Roots and Panhis new album, "Pure Pop For ties." " Billericay Dickie" is a
Now People." They are, " I Knew funny song that Dury enjoys
The Bride," a -fast rock and roll doing. His best is, " Wake Up and
song about a " tennie-bopper" Make Love to Me," great rock
that gets married and " Lets Eat," about lust in the middle of the
which is just as good, and makes night.
The best thing about this
as much sense as his first song.
Wreckless Eric and the New album is that all of the musicians
Rockets get help -from Ian Dury help each other out on their sets,
on, " Semaphore Signals," one of and its all live. The last song on
the best songs on the album. ' the album is called "Sex Drugs
" Reconnez Cherie" is a mixture Rock ' n' Roll and Choas." It's a
of broken French and sax- big jam session with all of the arophone jams, but it works out tists joining in. You can guess
what its aboutl
great.
"St,iffs Live" is the best of Stiff
· One of my favorites on the
album is, " Police Car," by Larry records, and they're the best
Wallis' Psychedelic Rowdies. "Stiffs" I've ever heardl
Lenny Matarese
Sojid guitar chords and vocals
Music Box-WKCU
about paranoia. Nick Lowe plays
Despite a few mistakes, such as
Renaissance at the Ccty Center
starting off on the wrong note,
Once again , Renaissance and lead singer Annie Haslam
brought their band of classical hitting the wrong high note, the
rock to a spellbound audience at band was · still very tight and
New York's City Center on played very well. Their sound
March 24th.
was a bit harder than usual,
This show saw quite a few especially when they did 'Openchanges, however. For the · first ing Out,' ' Day of the Dreamer,'
time, they left out such concert and the title song from the new
staples as ' Prologue,' ' Running LP, 'A Song For All Seasons,' but
Hard,' 'Ocean Gypsy' and the they haven't lost any oft heir subclassic 'Ashes are Burnin.R.' tlety; they just put an iron fist
However, they added a song that into their velvet glove:
they hadn 't done for a number of
All in all, it was a very enyears, 'Things I Don 't Under- joyable evening of beautiful
stand,' from the 'Turn Of The music and I can 't wait for them to
Cards' album. Also, an electric come around again.
guitar was used for some of the
Erik Schmeidler
songs from their new album, 'A
Music Box WKCU
Song For All Seasons.'

Arista
Kirshn e r
Epic
Atla ntic
DJM
Warn e r Bros.
Columbia
Columbia
Arista
Ep ic
Ep ic
U.A.
Columbia
Columbia
lifesong
Arista
Sire
Atlantic
Island
Chrysalis
Chrys.rlis
Arista
Elektra
EMl-lmport 45
Columbia

Hearts-Magazine
Mushroom Records

fieart is a good rockin' band as
their concert was the saving
grace of last summer's "soft
rock" Dr. Pepper Festival. Heart
has -a schizophrenic approach,
from their mild acoustic folk
toons, to their frenzied rockers.
But there is always the danger of
them sliding into the MOR as
" Little Queen" almost did . I've
been in love with Ann Wilson's
voice since the fall of '76 when
Heart burst on the FM charts
with " Magic Man."
This said Heart has yet to
produce a " perfect" album.
They've always included too
much filler for my taste. Their
acoustic songs always seem to be
overproduced with too many
overdubs and violins. The hard-

I don 't want it to seem if I'm
really putting down the album,
because it's an excellent piece of
wax (two pieces, actually, since
it's a two-record set), but what I
· think happened was that the
band pa id a good listen to this thing and then put it in a more
logical seque nce and brought it
back to the good 01 ' U.S. of Asshole (the album was recorded in
London, where the Tubes are not'
as relevant as they are here).
But now for one final statement about the concert, and that
collective mental midget of an
audience: If you really think
you 're White Punks, why don't
you do exactly what the song says
and " Hang yourself when you
get enough rope." I'll be more
than happy to lend you some.
Bob Trupiano, Editor
Music Box WKCU

Jefferson Starship-Earth
What can you say about Jefferson Starship? They have been
called pretentious by some. One
critic said calling them great was
like saying Americans has style,
and they resemble " electrified
Peter, Paul and Mary."
What can you say about their
three previous elpeees? All of
them were questionable and
hard to either like or dislike. Each
of them had their moments,
Miracles, Fast Buck Freddie, Plab
On Love, With Your Love, et al.
All right so maybe Jefferson
Starship was a sellout from the
word " Go" I Jefferson Airplane
made about a dozen odd
albums, so what more do you
want? Some groups can't even
make two good albums (i.e. Kiss,
B.T.O. etc.)
So, getting to their new elpee,
"Earth," the best way to describe
it would probably be to call it
earthly. Nine songs on this disc,
none of which are really anything to go running down 42nd
street at midnight stark naked,
yelling " I've been released ," but
all of the cuts are extremely well
played, easy to listen to, and are
pleasant.
So, it would be fitting to call
this J.S.'s best elpee, and to some
of you that isn 't saying much . . .
The album starts off with " Love
Too Good," a song about Ms.
Slick telling her man to leave
because his life is too good for
her. Then there's Count on Me,
the single, also enjoyable. After
that the LP raps about
skateboards, runaways, fires burning inside oneself, etc.
So all in all its an elpee that
shows what can be done with
studio technology, as its the best
mixed album I've heard in a long
time. Earth is a good · place to
visit, and you might want to
come back several times.
Steve Whoeler
Music Box WKCU

rock songs are the perfect
vehicle for Ann's razor-edged
vocals and display the better side with a great hook.
of the band.
Now for the non-originals,
It's important to keep in mind "Without You" is beautifully
while listening to "Magazine" done with extraordinarily
that is was released by · charged vocals from Ann Wilson,
Mushroom Records without allthough I could have done
Heart's permission.
without the orchestra in the
The good news: the four background. " Mother Earth
originals that make up the Blues" with the inevitable Led
nucleus of " Magazine" are Zep comparisons is a throwaway
good-" Heartless" is the best th- and I can also do without their
ing they've done since " Bar- version of " I've Got the Music In
racuda" and " Crazy on 1 You" Me," Kiki's version is better. ·
with ferocious rhythm guitars " Here Song," an Ann Wilson
and screaming vocals, "Devil song is obvious filler, recorded
Delight" a slower heavy metal way back in 1973.
type song in the Led Zep vein
I'm still waiting for Heart to
with Ann reminiscent of a make that perfect album, but I'd
younger Robert Plant, "Just The still buy this on the basis of Ann 's ·
. Wine" a good but over- great voice.
produced acoustic song,
Dawn Shepherd
"Magazine" an acoustic rocker
Music Box WKCU

Dickey Betts & Great Souther
Atlanta's Burning Down-Artista

I really hate to do this, but the comparison is unavoidable. On the first album, it was more valid, but it
can still hold true in this c.-se. This group sounds uncannily like the long, lost Allman Brothers Band. Not a :
bad comparison to make, since Great Southern is filling the shoes of this writer's favorite band to come
out of the South (and the Allman Brothers Band did it long before it was 'hip' to come out of the South).
But it does cast a shadow over them in that they will always be judged by the standard set by Betts' old
band.
However, this album does manage to find its own direction. Whereas on the first album, Dickey did his
best Gregg Allman imitation on most of the cuts, he shares the chores with Mike Workman and Doni Sharbono this time out. And it took him some time, but he's got the late, great Duane Allman's slide and lead
guitar licks down pretty well. And he didn't sacrifice his own style in the process.
Notable cuts are the LP's opener, "Good Time Feeling," a rocking boogie, " Atlanta's Burning Down," a
-ballad about the Civil War, and "Mr. Blues Man," on which he's joined by Bonnie Barmlett, helping him
out on vocals.
So, despite the inevitable similarities and comparisons to the Allman Brothers Band, Dickey Betts and
Great Southern have pretty much come into their own on this offering. They are a fine group and have
produced a highly worthwhile album.
lob Trupiano, Editor
Music Box WKCU
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Chancellor Of
Higher Ed. To
Lecture At K.C.

Camp Counselon wanted by Camp
Airy and Camp Louise. Applications and information in the
financial Aid Department and the
Department of Health and
Kecreation. Mail applicatiom to:
57511 Park Heipt5 Ave., Baltimore,
Md. 21215; Phone (JOI) 466-9010

t-------------t
Hair loose a problem? 'fhe tricholo&ist has the solution call 752-6222
for free analysis and consultation.
Hair t,o day Hair tomorrow.
Part-time help · wanted durin&
school year. More houn anilable
durin1 school vacations. Mornin1s,
afternoons, evenin1s, weekends.
Apply please, do not phone. Color
Labs, Inc. 766 Chancellor Ave., lrvin1ton, N .J.

KEAN COLLEGE ART GA LLERY
.
VAUG HN-EAMES HALL.
MORR IS AVENUE, UNION , NEW JERSEY
MAY 8 · JUNE 8. 1!l78 ·
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10 · 2
OPEN ING SUNDAY MAY 7 4 · 7

On May 23, at 7:00 p.m.
Chancellor of Higher Education,
T. Edward Hollander will address
all interested students and
faculty members on the subject:
The Future of Higher Education
in New Jersey, in general, and at
Kean College, in particular. The
address is being presented by
The Townsend Lecture Series
(and the Chancellor's good
graces) and will be held in
Wilkin's Theatre.

federally mandated self study to examine the ways in which the campus
responds to the needs of handicapped students. J'his includes examination of both the physical
structure and academic regulations
of the College.
I he self evaluation committee
wishes to become more aware of the
concerns of handicapped students,
and asks that any handicapped
student who wishes to help. by discussing his/ her experiences at Kean
(anonymity will be preserved) call
the Affirmative Action Office 5272505 lor further details.

Graduation Special! We offer the
perfect trem. Choose from bouncy
body waves or easy care affros. Free
yourself from dama&in1 blow dryinc boredom. Now especially priced
for the sum pier at 1034 Ste It on
Koad, Piscataway, N.J. call 752-

5265.
-

FINE ART STUDENTS
Reserve May 12 for the
Beaux Arts Ball

May 4, 1978

crut)@]@a

FOK SALE
1%11 VW Beetle Convertible - runs
perfect - recent tune up, AM-FM
stereo, S75U or best offer. Call 3825473 and leave messa1e.

LOST & FOUND
a,·ouNO I watch over the weekend.
Contact Independent office
between 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Work-study job openinc, hll "78.
Moutme maintenance of equipmellt and
fac1ht1es of Oesi&n Studio. Work houn
adjustNI to student's schedule. Must
quahfy for financial aid. Contact Prof.
lluchner, Fine Arts, Vl!:115: Ml:40-4:20,
T IU:50-1 :30, W 1:40-4:20, 'fh 12:15-4:20.
t'rof. lluchner is an Affirmative Ac•
tlon-1!:qual Opportunity 1!:mployer.

NEIL SIMON'S
hilarious comedy
.. The Good Doctor"
"The Good Doctor" is based on the short stories of Anton Chekov. The short stories have
provided Simon with the chance to write eight very funny vignettes about the way in which we
humans cope with life's problems.
The performance dates are May 4, 5, 6, and it will be staged in the Eugene G. Wilkins Theatre
of the Performing Arts. One ticket may be purchased at half-price with the presentation of student/ faculty l.D.
For Information Call 527-2349

COSMOS IS COMING

Co-Curricular Program Board

- to Kean The Legendary Artist and Photographer's
"Film Number 96, Patty Hearst in Chains"
will be presented on .
May 16 in VE 112 at 7: 15

JOEL SEIGEL
WABC Newsman

.....

RJV[PJWI. OQW..5()CJEJY

KEAN COLWZ ClfOIWif,CCIURT rntff1S
SOLDlffl &- <JJOmTJ\A

&-.JO

JUAN a:,u.f.GE
tOOONJflW~

77Co)o
L/ CQ:)

Would you like to experience a fantastic sailing trip on the Hudson? The Outing
Club is sponsoring such a trip on May 21. The boat leaves 10 a.m. on Sunday
and the cost is $8.00 per person. All interested people come to our meeting
which is held every Tuesday at 1:30 (College Hour) in J-130.

Kean College Theatre Series Presents:

.,WIES CUl.1.ElV COMlJC'JU\

~@alli§

Sailing On A 70 Foot Yawl

Kean College is beginning a

APT AVAILABLE - free private
apt. available for responsible Kean
student in exchan1e for drivin1
female student to and from Kean
durin1 Summer & fall semesters.
Country settin& with pool
privileces. Call 647-1516.
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JOBS!

ON-CAMPUS

JOBS!

" The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few."
This statement quite appropriately describes the student employment situation on the Kean Campus. There are jobs available and
one may be waiting just for you!
Many students assume that they are ineligible for the College
~ork-Study program and in doing so may be forfeiting opportun1t1es to earn and learn. If you have not been employed on campus
and desire a work assignment through the student personnel
programs, please come to the Financial Aid Office. There will be
many full-time temporary positions available during June and also
full and part-time summer jobs as well.
Referrals for the temporary June jobs and summer employment
will become available beginning 5/ 31 /78. All interested persons
who have not filed a 1978-79 Financial Aid Form (FAF) and job
application should do so immediately.

JOBS!

ON-CAMPUS

JOBS!

lf you are eligible for College Work-Study employment, you may
be interested in our off-campus employment programs. INQUIRE
AT THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING, 2nd FLOOR.

CAMP
COUNSELOR
POSITIONS

Camp Airy and
Camp Louise
in Western Maryland

APPLICATIONS ARE IN
Financial Aid Office and Dr. Ken Benson's Office. Arts and crafts,
tennis, swimming skills, lacrosse, soccer, outdoor living, dance,
drama, music, (college credits may be earned) or write: Camps Airy
and Louise, 5750 Park Heights Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21215

presents
12 :15 P.M.
Little Theatre
Tuesday, May 9th at 12: 15 in
the Little Thea tre. Dr. Alan
Wallach of t he Kean College
Uepa rtment of Fine Arts will
present a slide talk on "Life and
A rt in Conte mporary China,"
based on his recent visit to
mainland China.
Wednesday , May 10th at
12:15 in Sloa n Lounge . Russ
Burgess will present an exciting
thrilling demonstration in
HYPNOTISM . The audience is
guaranteed to be amazed and
struck with side-spl itting
laughter by this mysterious and
fascinating performance.
Thunday, May 11th at 8:00
p.m. in the Wilkins Theatre.
Jack Anderson, America's most
widely syndicated columnist
and Pulitzer Prize winner, will
speak on " T HE NEWS
BEHIND THE HEADLINES."
Tickets required for this lecture will be available beginning April 24th.
Tuesday, May 16th at l :40 i n
V.E. 112. Ann Gillen ·will give
"An Amusing Analysis of the
Art World," in the Arts
Uialogue series.

ELEO
POfflARE
DAD[E [OfflPADY
With The
Kean College Dance Theatre
in the Wilkins Theatre
on Thursday, May 25th
·at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Admission is FREE

May 4, 1978

Anderson To Expose Exposes
Pulitzer Prize winner and
syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson will be the Townsend
Lecturer 'on Thursday, May 11th
at 8:00 p.m. in the Wilkins
Theatre:
Jack Anderson has been called
America's most famous investigative reporter, TIME magazine
has called him "The Square
Scourge Of Washington," and in
a detailed article in the New York
Times it was pointed out that
Anderson has been accorded the
full-dress • media
treatment
rendered nowadays to celebrities-of-the-moment, be they
perpetrators of autobiographical hoaxes, political assassins, or
muckrakers. His face has been
on the covers of TIME and
Parade, Morely Safer profiled
Anderson admiringly on CBSTV's " Sixty Minutes," while
William Buckley devoted sixty
anyting-but-admiring minutes to
him on " Firing Line."
Newspapers front-page his exposes, he stars on televised
hearings and on talk shows,
fellow-newsmen want to interview him, and the reigning
powers that he assaults seem
powerless before him.
In addition, Jack Anderson is
Washingtori Editor of Parade
magazine and currently lives in
Maryland with his wife and nine
children.
Mr. Anderson will speak on
" The News Behind the Headlines." Free tickets are required
for admission to the program ·
and are available in the Student
Activities Office and the Information Booth in Townsend Hall.

Conference On
Three R's Of Aging
The Second Annual Sadie 8.
Richman
Gerontology
Conference will be held at Kean
College on Friday, May 5th from
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The theme
of this year's conference is "The
Three R's of Aging: Rights, Responsibilities and Re-engagement." Dr. Ephraim H. Mizruchi,
Professor of Sociology and
Director of the Maxwell Policy
·center on Aging at Syracuse University, will ~e the keynote
speaker. He will speak on "The
Social Context of Gerontological Practice."
Conference
partIcIpa nts
represent a variety of professions dealing with the elderly in
New Jersey and the workshops
throughout the conference day
will reflect this diversification.
The workshop choices include:
"The Legal Issues Involved in
Providing Protective Services to
the Elderly," "The Organization
and Implementation of the New
Jersey State Nursing Home Om-

budsman - Program," "The Responsibility of Family Members to
their Aged Members," "The Responsibility of Social Service
Agencies as Family Surrogates in
Providing Care to the Elderly,"
"Community Services _and the
Process of Re-engagement:
Obstacles and Enhancers," and
"The Re-engagement of the
Elderly in Institutional Settings."
Each workshop will be facilitated by authorities in the field
from the State of New Jersey and
the local community.
A special $3.00 student registration is available for interested
gerontology students. This conference is made possibl e
through a contractual agreement between Kean College of
New Jersey Gerontolog y
Program and the New Jersey
Division on Aging, Title IV-A. For
further information and/or to
register please contact Robert
Famighetti in Townsend Hall 119,
Health and Recreation, 527-2605,
2098.

Kick on your Scholl Exercise Sandals
and make awish.

Heres a chance at making your wildest dream come true!

Touch
Of
Velvet
" Where can I get a really
unusual giftl Just something
special - something no one else
would buy - I have a very dear
friend and I want -something
especially for her." Listen,
there's a shop in Chatham, New
Jersey, right on Main Street, near
the William P1tt Restaurant,
where you can find that gift you
thought no one made. Someone
did - and beautifully handcrafted.
Dorothy Ehlers, the guest
speaker for _ the noontime
program of WOMAN TALK on
May 10th, 1978, is the creator and
owner of this unique shop, A
Touch of Velvet. When the door
opens, another world unfolds.
One can imagine the smell of
lavender and ginger. Every item
in the shop shows the care of loving hands-the hands of one of
the ma~y consignees who leave
work for Mrs. Ehlers to sell-and ,
the loving hands of the owner
herself who prizes every single
item.
A New Jersey resident,
Dorothy Ehlers began her professional career as a pre-med
student at Duke University, is a
graduate of Katherine Gibbs
School in New York City and has
a fashion and business
background. Married with two
children she has also participated as a volunteer in the
community hospital and churches.
Join us at WOMAN TALK to
hear Dorothy Ehlers tell her own
story-a rich and rewarding experience::-with a · continuous
thread involving business knowledge, a creativ-e flair and
marketing ability and a genuine
desire to get along with people.
Join us for Show 'n Tell . Creative Income with r-~•othv
Ehlers.
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Sweepstakes void wherever
prohibited or restricted by law.
Scholl reserves the right to
substitute cash for any
winning entry. Limit one
entry per contestant.

,......
... _

Enter the Scholl "Wish Come True"
weeps takes.
·
Entering our sweepstakes is almost
easy as kicking on a pair of Scholl
ercise Sandals. All you have to do is
stop by your favorite drug or discount
tore and pick up an o~ficial entry
lank (complete with contest
rules). Then, in 2 5 words or
ess, send us your wish by
August 31, 1978. If you
don't have a special wish,
may we suggest a few?
How about flying to
Paris and selecting an
original designer outfit? Or
iding an elephant in the
grand circus parade?
Or sailing away on a windammer cruise for two?
r just taking off for anywhere on
your very own moped?
inners will be chosen in a drawing to
held October 31, 1978. First-prizewinner
will receive a wish worth up to $5,000.
Second-prize winner, a wish up to $1,500.
And five ( 5) third-prize winners will each
receive a wish worth up to $ 500.
~eres wishing you luck.

Better than barefoot

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS AND CONTEST DETAILS AVAILABLE AT THE . . ..
SCHOU EXERCISE SANDAL DISPLAY IN YOUR FAVORITE DRUG OR DISCOUNT STORE.
· OR WRITE: WISH COME TRUE, P.O. BOX 3044, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK, NY. 10017
0 1978 Scholl, Inc'., Pat. Nos._3063457/3088184 _
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CCB Human Relations Committee

presents

A Job Seminar
Sponsored By:
R.R. Richman & Associates, Inc.

May 4, 1978

C.C.B. Movie
May 7th

"THE FRONT"
Starring Woody Allen
in the Little Theatre for 25¢

NEED A JOB1
Immediate employment opportunities Tuesday, May 9th at 1: 30 in the Front
Lounge of the College Center

7:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 7th
,I

Thursday, May 4, 1978
10:15-12:05 p.m.

1 :40- 3:05 p.m.
6:00-11:00 p.m.
7:00- 8:00 p.m.

Arts Dialogue, Ernest Briggs
Painter Slides Program
Co-Curricular Program Board presents:
Joel Seigel - WABC Newsman
KCFT
Gospel Choir
Evening Student Council Coffeehour

7:40-10:10 p.m.

CIAO "The Italian Club"

12:15 p.m.

•

Friday, May 5, 1978
6:00-10:00 p.m.
7:30-11:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-End

VE210
Little Theatre

W.300
PA141
Townsend, Bruce
& J. Lobby
W1.07

8:00 p.m.

Evening Student Council
APO Ceremony
Evening Student Council Film Series:
" Little Big Man " & "A Man Called Horse" free
KCTS presents: " The Good Doctor" $3 tickets

Wilkins Theatre

Saturday, May 6, 1978
8:30 a.m.
9:00-2:00 a.m.
8:00 p.m.

EEO Testing
Alpha Kappa Alpha
$KCTS presents: "The Good Doctor" $3 tickets

Clge Ctr Cafe
Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
Wilkins Theatre

3:00-7 :00 p.m.
4:00-7 :00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

KCTS presents: " The Good Doctor"
Senior Citizens Matinee
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Jau Alumni Social
Nu Sigma Tau Alumni Social
Annual Student Art Show
Mass
KCTS Presents: " The Good Doctor" $3 tickets
CCB Film: "The Front" 25¢ admission

SA131
VE-Gallery
Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
Little Theatre

Monday, May 8, 1978
4:00- 5:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:00- 6:00 p.m.
7:40-10:10 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 p.m.

Sociology Department Reception
KCTV Meeting
ASID Meeting
Rotary Club
Omega Psi Phi Mtg.

Alumni Lge
J232
Browsing Rm
W1.02A
Browsing Rm

Renata Club
Alan Wallach Life & Art in Contemporary China
Spanish Social Club
Third World Meeting
Sociology Colliquim
Jewish Student Union
PROUD Meeting
Chem-Physics Dept
IVCF
EPS
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Marketing Communications
Raw Magazin~
Council for Exceptional Children
IFSC
Circle K Club
FASA and The Art History Club
International Students Association
Math Computer Science
Grub Street Writer
Associa.t ion of Computer Machinery
Outing Club
ISA
Rho Theta Tau
Jazz Jams
ASID
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta S.igma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Woman Talk-PM Edition
Management Science Program
Concert Band Performance
Society of Mechanical Contracting Students
Communication Science Spring Evening

Mtg Rm B
Little Theatre
Front Lge
Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
W.300
Counseling Ctr
C218
J101
W309
W1.09
VE114
VE113
CSS104
W1.07
Whiteman Lounge
VE112
J135
CS103
W307C

Sunday, May 7, 1978
.1:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

Tuesday, May 9, 1978
12:00 noon
12:15 p.m.
1 :40- 3:05 p:m.
1:40 p.m.
1:40,,p.m.

6:00-11:00
p.m.
,,
7:40-10:10
p.m.
,,

,,

8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 10, 1978
12:15 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.

Hypnotist, Russ Burgess
Women 's Chorus & Woodwind Choir Ensemble
Jazz Jams

Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre

Mtg Rm B

J130
J100
SA131
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre
J130
J336
J138
J339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J134
T208
VE211
W100
W402A
J100
C218
Wilkins Theatre
H111
Alumni Lge

.

Sloan Lge
Little Theatre
SA131

May 4, 1978
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·squires Up To 9-7; Looking To Finish Strong
by Bob Starosielec

Once again the Squires were
on the right track as ttiey beat
Trenton State 3-0. Mike Ferrara
pitches a 4-hit shut out and was
named " pitche r of the week" by

the Baseball Association.
Saturday the 22nd, did not
prove to be so lucky though as
Kean lost to Trenton State. Dave
Madison pitched the first five innings and was then relieved by

Ken Murphy. The Squires just ,
didn 't have what it took that day
as the y never had the lead in the
game. The score was tied at 7-7
until the bottom of the 8th when
Tre nton got 3 runs to beat us 10-7
giving Murphy the loss (0-1).
Bruce Bradley had 2 hits in the
game.
Upsala handed the Squires its
7th loss on April 25th, by beating
the m 8-4. Jerry Kapchack .(2-2)
pitched a good game but the
team's defe nse was poor, as the
team made 5 errors. Herman
Diaz; a freshman from West N. Y.,
had a good day though as he lead
the team with 3 hits, one of them
a home run .
On the 27th, the Squires went
to Newark to play Rutgers whe re
· the y showed off thei r skill by
winning what was probably the ir
most exciting game. Kea n was
down by 3 and the n in the top o f
the 8th scored 4 runs to beat
Rutgers 8-7. Bo b Boyle, the starti ng pitcher, was relieved by Ke n
Hill, a fres hman who got his first
co llegiate win.
Ke n Ca lla na n had a 2 ru n
homer and Mike Ferrara had a 2
run triple, but the applause must
go to Bruce Bradley who won the
game for us with his 3 run
double. This victory ·br ings the
Squires record to 9-7.

Intramural Tennis
Meeting Tuesday
Photo by Steve Scheiner

Stickmen Get Back On Track
The Kean lacrosse team went
back to its winning ways last
week by taking twin victories
over conference rivals F.D.U .Teaneck and New York Maritime by scores of 8-7 and 14-8.
The victory over F.D.U. last
Tuesday was an extremely important win for the Squires
because it kept alive their
chances of attaining at least a tie
for the Knicke rbocker Confere nce Title. The Squires can now
achieve, by defeating Montclair
on Friday night, a three-way
deadlock with the Indians and
Dowling College.
F.D.U. led _ b.y the expert
coaching of Steve " Daffy Duck"
Jacobse n, made things extre mely
d ifficu lt for Kean even tho ugh
the y we re clearly outmatched in
· ab ility. The Knights combined a
sta ll offe nse with a stingy.defe nse
to compensate for their lacki ng
stickw.ork, and their strategy
nearly paid off.
The first half was nip and tuck
all the way. Kean scored first
when middle Ray Bock took a
pass fro m Brian Dunne and
bounced a shot past goalie Norm
Fleischer at just 2:22 of the first
period . The Knights, howe ve r,
bounced back a nd sco red the
next two goa ls in less tha n five
minutes to go ahead, 2-1 . Kean
the n tied the score at 2, four
minutes into t he second stanza,
whe n
Warren Wall schlage r
swe pt around th e goal and blew
one by Fle ischer. But aga in the
Sq uires lead did n't last long as
the Kn ights scored th irty seconds
later to go back up by 1. E.J.
Warre n tied it again for Kean at
the 6:27 mark of the second, but
F'. D.U.'s Mark Almodovar put
the Knights back ahead less than
a minute after Warren 's goal. Th e
Squ ires, realizing by now that the
Kn ights we re no pushover, ,
fought back hard and scored the
next two goals, both on middi e
shots by George Helock and
Te rry Dwyre, to put Kean ahead ,
for the first time since Bock's ·

Mike Ferrara uncorks one in recent action asainst Jeney City.

ports

5/9 0127 2:00

Ralph Sanuna shows_his stuff In pme played last Friday.

by Paul G(orgio

A."
Ph oto b y Steve Scheiner

Franz To Be Honored

Franz Beckenbauer, the North millions and received rave
American Soccer League's Most reviews for its appearances the
opening goal, at 5-4. But again Helock, Fred Katz, and Tim Valuable Player in 1977 who has world over, including one parthe Knights came back, this time "Dorba" Balistos all with one scored the game-winning goal in ticularly memorable perforon a goal by Barn Nosowicz just goal, and Warren Wallschlager the Cosmos' last two games, will mance at the 1974 World Cup.
second before the half ended, with 2 assists. On defense the be honored in a special way with The Fischer-Chore, which will be
deadlocking the score for the Squires were led by Pete Daswill, a special day Sunday, May 21st. coming to Giants Stadium
fifth time, at 5-5.
Terry Curran, Tim Hayes, and the When the Cosmos host their following a White House perThe second half saw more of other guy. Goalie Ed Lugo was Socc~r Bowl '77 opponents, the formance in Washington, D.C.
the same back and forth action sensational, making 16 saves Seattle Sounders, in a Giants will present a half-hour program
but with less scoring than in the (even though his eyes were Stadium game that begins at 2:30 prior to the Cosmos-Sounders
first half. Terry Dwyre's second closed for most of them).
p.m.
game.
ANIMAL CRACKERS - Sorry
goal gave Kean the lead again,
Beckenbauer, a true artist in
Beckenbauer, who captained
mi<fway through the third there were no crackers last week. his profession, will be honored the West German team to the
pe riod, but still the Knights Nann and Dahill ate the article .. by the presence of the West Ger- 1974 World Cup title, will also be
wouldn 't die, and some six .The Squires will face arch-rival man ambassador, other German the guest of honor Friday, May
minutes later Almodovar scored Montcla ir State on Friday night dignitaries, and the Fischer- 19th, at a testimonial dinner
his second goal to even the score beginning at 8 p.m. . .On . Chore (Fischer Choir), a 750- given by the Cosmopolitan
fo r the sixth time -in the match . Wednesday Kean hosts C.C.N.Y. voice chorale from the Baden- Soccer League. The entire CosThe fourth period began with at 3:30. . .The J.V. defeated
Wurtetemberg area of Germany. mos team will be feted at the
the score still tied at six, and th e Steve ns last Thursday, 9-4. The
Directed by Stuttgart school- Becke nbaue r testimonial, which
Squires knowing that their titl e Squ ires were led by goalie Keith
maste r Gotthilf Fischer, the Fis- will be held at Schuetzenpark in
hope~we re in very grave dange r. Carrol's 11 saves ... Bock Awards - che r-Cho re has pe rformed for North Be rge n, N.J.
Dwyre won the face-off and Villanova - Pete Dahill ; F.D.U. LOOKING FOR SECOND
Kean moved dow n into the Bock, Dahill, Pat!en and Gabriel;
Knight's end . Afte r a few scuffles Maritime - The Fat Man Nan n ..
for grou nd balls, Kean settled the .Th is weeks myste ry question :
ball behind the goal in the Who was the ex-Kean player ir
presence of Wallsch lager. The the stands d uri ng Su nday's intralittle attackman from Colu mbia squad game? Hi nt: He is now a
The womens softball team
The women are now 7-5
responded by putting the prominent alcoholic. . .The
failed to receive an invitation to overall and since the last article
Union ites back in front with a Squires posted their seventh vicparticipate in the EAIAW they have won four games and
goa l off a beautiful reverse roll tory on Sunday when Columbia
regional championships as the lost three, the Squirettes have
dodge. On the ensui ng face-off, pulled their Claude Raines
Squirettes failed to beat the top beaten William Paterson 8-0,
the Knights moved into the routine.
teams this season.
Queens 8-3, Adelphi 6-0, and
Squire end, but an unsportsLehman 7-0. The girls have lost to
ma nlike cond uct penalty against
Westchester 0-3, Adelphi 3-4 and
attackma n Ken Blanck took the
Rutgers 0-4.
ba ll away from the Knig hts and
The Sq uirettes must win the ir
Attention Kean Athletes
gave it to the Squires o n a ma nremaining conference games
The 1978 Athl etic BanqtJet will be held Tuesda y, May
(Mo ntclai r and Glassboro) if t hey
up situation . Citing the openi ng
23, at 7:00 at Town & Campus Resta u ra nt in Unio n.
hope to fi nish in second place in
they needed. The Squires took
If yo u a re abl e to atte nd, please contact Tina Salter o r
their co nference.
the ball into the Kn ight goal zone
Pitching an d play in the fiel d
and began fi ring shots on FleisPat Marcella in th e athle tic o ffice by May 16.
cher. After a half-dozen misses,
have been very consistent this
J
Dwyre pumped his third goa l of
year as none o f Kean's opthe game into the ne t to put
ponents scored mo re than fou r
Kean up by two. The Knights
runs so fa r this seaso n. The
marched back and scored once
women will have to get their bats
Self-Defense for Women
more, but it was all they could
warmed up soon as they close
Tuesdays 4:00 in the dance stud io in the gym
get as the Squires hung on for th e
out their season next Tuesday at
taught by Janet Pacio
win.
home aga inst Brooklyn College.
Last Thursday the Squires
Leading hitters on the team so
Black Belt
travelled to the Bronx to face
far are Jill Carson, a sophomore,
Maritime and came home with a
.batting .406, second is Jane Koza,
Martial Arts Club
14-8 victory. Leading the way for
batting .333 and third is Mary
Kean were Marc Remoli, 3 goals,
Beth Kakoleskr, batting .313.
meets every Wednesday night 8:00 D-127
2 assists; Ed Cooney and Terry
The Squirettes will have to add
Robert Lombardi, instructor
Dwyre 2 and 1 apiece; Brian
a little spark to their bats since
they are hoping to finish this
Dunne 2 goals; John -Rubino 1
and 1; Steve Gabriel, George
season with a 10-5 record.

Hope To Finish At .10-5
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Thirty Two Dancers Finish Danceathon
by Ofelia Oviedo
After 33 grueling liours, 32
dancers finished the annual
danceathon. There was a cry of
relief coming from all the participants as they counted off the
last 10 seconds of the marathon.
The joyous ordeal began at
4:00 p.m., April 28. Seventeen
anxious and confident couples
started the crusade, but as the
hours slowly passed, the strain
became apparent. Three particfpants dropped out because of
physical exhaustion. Two fresh
replacements stepped in so that
the team could finish the· event.
The couples who danced were:
#1 MaryAnn Decesare and Tom
Abar, #2 Julius Stevens and Anita
Paynter, #3 Brenda D. Morrison
and Michael Evans, #4 Mickie
Egan and Ray Parente, #5
Kathleen Cavanagh and Dale
Blount, #6 Debbie Clickenger
and Joe Natale, #7 Kyle Perrine
and Marylou Black, #8 Lisa and
Donna Karlik, #9-Cheryl Simmen
and Chris Shroeder, #10 Theresa
Curtis and James Morgan, #11

Ana T. Corbacho and Joe Blanco,
#12 Marybeth Hiditch and Ann
Billiris,#13 Karen Van Amstel and
Jay Lou Feck, #15 Erick Riley and
Janet Baker, #16 JoAnn Baker and
Warren Troublefield, #17 LynnJoyce Dolsen and Steven Depts,
#18 Sheryl Maltz and Lisa Goldman. The substitutes were Joe
Torre and Stacy Negron.
PizHs and Subs
Many groups participated in
this year ' s festivities. The
Resident Association sold pizzas
and subs from Kampy's Restaurant. Cuisine limited was
opened for food from the grill.
Many
of
the
Greek
Organizations sponsored cake
sales, provided soda, chips and
candy during the event. The Pub
provided beer for the spectators
during the evening hours.
The music was a blend of rock,
provided by the live groups, and
disco music from the DJ's of New
Jersey Record Company. The
dancers were allowed half an
hour breaks every three hours.
During the e xcitement of the

A
. ty . tyl
f f h"
.
Photo by Ralph Abbate
vil:ne m s es o as ion as well as dancmg were exhibited during the Danceathon. Couple #7 Kyl
Perrme and Marylou Black show a little of both.
e
danceathon, two inconspicious . Frog, who served as Me's for the
C.E.C. would like to give
gentlemen dressed with tuxedos event. Larry and the Frog kept special thanks for faculty
and sneakers ran a 33 hour the dancers on their feet and the members Nickie Berson and
talkathon. They were the spectators smiling. These gentle- Elaine Fisher and Dean Pat lpcomedy team of Larry and the men struggled through the politc,. They also would like to
agony with the dancers and extend their thanks to the
triumphed at the end.
following
organization s :
S.C.A.T.E.,
Circle
K, Residents
At last, the moment everyone
had waited for finally arrived. Asso., Five Girls Five, MemorTechnically the marathon ended a?ilia, I.F.S.C. (in particular,
on Sunday, April 30, at 1 :00 a.m. Sigma Kapp Phi, Alpha Theta Pi,
The climax came to a stand still as Zeta Delta Pi, Omega Sigma Psi,
New York." Actually, according the winners of the special prizes Nu Delta Pi, Delta Sigma Pi) New
Jersey Record Company, Pauls
to Tokayer, Ben-Gurion, who we re announced.
Sound, Cusine Limited, Sugar
was Prime-Minister of Israel at
It's Great To Win
Bear Productions, Larry and the
the time, declared Israel a state in
Jerusalem . " He was in Israel, how
First place for the best dancers Ffog, The Kertz Organization,
could they say he was in New went to couple #11, Ana Cor- and Chuck, Bob and Herl e y from
York? Look in any encyclo- bacho and Joe Blanco. Ms. Cor- the Pub.
pedia," said Rabbi Lichtman.
bacho enthusiastically stated, " It
feels great to win, it really does.
David Ben-Gurion was also Everyone who participated is a
misquoted. He is quoted in the winner." Mr. Blanco concluded,
article as saying, "We have set up "Anyone who participates in the
a dynamic state, bent upon exmarathon is a winner. Winning
pansion ." Rabbi Lichtman com- was a beautiful experience but
(Continued from page 1)
me nted "(The quote attributed helping the handicap children
to) Ben-Gurion indicated Israel was a better experience."
night meeting, May 1. At this
wanted to extend. It didn 't, it just
time,
the faltering Marinelli adCouple 1, MaryAnn Decesare
wanted to hold onto land the
ministration decided to have the
and
Tom
Abar,
received
2nd
United Nations gave them in the
place for the best dancers. They Parente administration take acfirst place."
also were given a pair of tickets tion on the_budgets. A decision
The Balfour Declaration, a to see Oh Calcutta! and two bot- that had no merit.
Commenting on the unusual
statement favoring the es- tles of champagne. Other major
tablishment of a Jewish National prizes will go to the two couples set of events that has plagued the
Home in Palestine was approved that had the most money Marinelli administration, Presiby the League of Nations after pledged. (This award will be dent Ray Parente stated, "The
World War 1. Many Jews then awarded as soon as the money executive board (Marinelli) was
migrated to Palestine. In 1936, comes in) All couples received unaware that it was unconstituaccording to the World Book En- prizes for their participation in tional....they had no power."
Parente stated that the budge ts
cyclopedia, Arabs began to riot the marathon .
will be voted on at his first offiand guerrilla fighting evolved
Approximately $7,000 was cial council meeting on May 19.
against the Jews because Arabs
The new Executive Board that
did not want Palestine to raised, which is twice the amount
become a Jewish National raised last year. Two weeks from is now in power consists of
now, C.E.C. (Council For Excep- Parente, Vice President Valerie
Home.
Nations decided to solve the tional Children) will sponsor a Allen , Treasurer Gus Garcia, Asproblem by dividing Palestine party for all the participants of sistant Treasurer Dan Lemberg,
into two independent states, of the marathon. C.E.C. speculates Secretary Karen Wignall, AssistJews and Arabs, thereby taking a 36 hour marathon for the ant Secretary Diana lbarria, and
away from Israel what was once following year · and a hopeful National Stud ent Organization
figure of $10,000.
Coordinator Lillian Marrero.
her own.

Distorted Third World Story
Draws Complaints From Many
by Susan Farrell
An article that appeared in the
Third World Movement newspaper Expressions has been described as being distorted and incorrect by Harris Tokayer of the
Anti Defamation League of B' nai
B'rith in Newark. The article entitled "A Short History of Palestine" proved not only to be short
but also to be inaccurate. The article was reprinted from a Third
World publication called Bilalian
News, a weekly newspaper from
Chicago.
"It is a totally erroneous article," said Rabbi Joseph Lichtman of the Kean Ministry. "I

think the words of the article
were inserted in Expressions in
order to confuse the real issues
of the Middle East today."
•'We have received many complai~ts," said Tokayer.
Expressions Managing Editor
Neil Wheeler refused to comment after confering with Expressions Editor-in-Chief Kamau
Jackson lmani.

Of the many errors cited by
Tokayer and Lichtman, one occurs when the article is quoted as
saying, " David Ben-Gurion declared Israel a state on May 14,
1948 at the Mayflower Hotel in

Shouting At
Council Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
rupting speakers. Pat Ippolito,
Secretary Cathy Schwartz then
Dean of Students, was recogread the two appeals after which
nized and made the point that an
discussion followed. Council
immediate dismissal of the Exmember Michael
Bachman
ecutive Board members would
cross-examined Abbate before
be a denial of their due process
council on the reasons for his abin that they had no chance to
sences and whether he intendappeal. The question was called
ed to repeat his performance
and defeated, 9 yes to 17 no, with
next year.
Tynes voting. Council member
Abbate said he couldn't get off
Evelyn Cruz then moved to reinfrom work. His main complaint
state Abbate and Gorczyca, the
and his main reason for appeal
only two who appealed. This was
was that executive board memagain hotly contested and
bers who also had accumulated 3 debated with the final vote reabsences were not also being
suiting in a tie, made by the chair,
dismissed. A motion was made
b.ut the motion was still defeatby Sophomore Class president
ed.
Dan Lemberg to reinstate AbWhat proved to be the final
bate, Gorczyca and Miranda.
business council passed that
Miranda had not filed an appeal
night was a motion by Cardaci to
because he never received the d ismiss the executive board
letter of notification due to a members who had three abchange in his address that he sences. The motion included the
failed to report to Schwartz.
provision that the executive
In the following discussion
board members would have the
Schwartz announced that the right to appeal. This provision
reason the executive board changed some minds, Danny
members who had accumulated
Lemberg said, "That's different
3 absences weren't sent letters as long as they have the right to
notifying them of their dismis- appeal, what's good for the
sals was due to an oversight on goose is good for the gander."
her part. "I simply forgot," .said
Lemberg however did not vote
Schwartz. The motion was de- · to dismiss Cousins and Tynes,
teated 15 toll.
when the vote was called he said,
Bachman then moved that all "p.n.v." (present not voting)
council members, (including ex- despite jeering from Bachman,
ecutive board) who had ac- Cardaci and DeCessare: "Come
cumulated three absences be on Danny what's good for the
dismissed immediately. There goose is good for the gander."
were objections and in the en- He replied, " My vote is my
suring discussion Bachman was own." He was then encouraged
repeatedly out of order engagby Cottle who said, " Good for
ing in cross dialogues and interyou Danny."

Proves
Unconstitutional

Marinelli: An ·Ironic End
(Continued from page 1)
and they came to the agreement
that the letters should be typed
and de livered as soon as possible . As they were talking,
Schwartz entered and was informed of the situation. Cardaci
and Schwartz then went off to
type up the letters. The letters
were typed and dated the ne xt
day, April 29.
The letters were to be
delivered to Michelle Cousins,
vice president of Student Org.,
Tom Colucci, president of the
class of '79, and Anthony Tynes,
president of the class of '81. The
letters·were sent to inform these
people that they had exceeded
the allowed number of absences
and were no longer on council
though they could appeal the
decision.
.
Saved By The Bell
The letter to Tynes was de-

livered to his mailbox on Saturday, April 29. The letters to
Colucci and Cousins weren't
give n to them until Monday,
May 1. The farce had begun.
At 8:00 P.M. May 1st, the executive board of the Marinelli
administration held a meeting
where the first and second items
of business were the appeals of
Colucci and Cousins. The
appeals' were denied and it was
recomme nded that budget hearings be voted on by the Parente
administration.
There was only one catch : the
Marinelli administration did not
exist after 12:00 midnight April
30. So while the reasons for dismissal we re valid, excessive
absenteeism, th ese peopl e were
dismissed (on May 1st) from offices they no longer held by an
executive board that no longer
had any power. As one executive board member said , "They

were down for the council in the
15th round and were saved by
the belll "
What had happened was th e
e xecutive officers of Student
Org. Inc. weren't familiar with
their own constitution and neglected to consult their attorney
before making the move to extend their administration . These
facts we re ex pressed by
me mbers of both th e pa st and
present executive boards.

Student Org.
Ceremonial
Changeover
May 12 in
Downs Hall
at 6 P.M.

